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INTRODUCTION 
 

Virtual teams are groups of people performing common tasks interdependently; they are 

characterized by being geographically dispersed and for communicating through technology 

mediated communications (Gibson & Cohen, 2003).  

Virtual teams are a management solution companies adopt in order to respond to the changes 

in business environment (Tenzer & Pudelko, 2016). They are flexible and horizontal 

structures, composed by heterogeneous people coming from different nations, cultures and 

background, sustained by the great innovation on information and communication 

technologies (Ganesh & Gupta, 2010).    

Most of the companies do not plan to work virtually, in fact virtual teams are unplanned 

working configurations (Chang et al., 2011) that naturally arise from a different work context 

and so it is important to manage them properly.  

The analysis proposed is drawn from a review of the literature, aimed to clarify the role of 

virtual teams in the organizations, their characteristics and functioning.  

In the first chapter of this work it is provided an explanation of what a virtual team is and how 

virtual teams fit the organizational needs, as well as which are the advantages and 

disadvantages related to this kind of structures.   
The second chapter provides insights about how to build an effective virtual team; the 

assessment should be take into account different factors, such as the duration the team will 

have, the structure and the team size in order to understand how the relationships will be 

developed, the languages and cultures represented within the team and the most important 

knowledge, skills and abilities that virtual team members should have in order to ensure the 

proper team functioning.   

The third chapter goes into details of the everyday team life and explains which are the most 

relevant factors affecting the virtual team functioning in order to allow team leaders to shape 

their leadership style accordingly and design an appropriate action plan keeping into account 

the nature of the virtual team, the impact of task characteristics and context and the role of 

trust, communication and conflict.   

The last chapter is about the relevance of having a performance measurement process in 

place; it describes the drivers for the definition of an effective system to evaluate performance 

and the biases that can occur while team members are asked to make evaluations or self 

evaluations.  
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1. CHAPTER ONE  
 

AN OVERVIEW ON VIRTUAL TEAMS 

 

 

1.1 Introduction 
There are a great number of multinational corporations which commonly adopt global 
strategies (Ganesh & Gupta, 2010). They sustain their growth through merger and 
acquisitions, alliances or outsourcing strategies with the aim to enter new markets, expand 
their sales and broaden their customer base (DeRosa & Wittenberg).   

As companies’ boundaries are blurring and spanning across nations, it is increasingly 
common that firms find a way to manage their market reach and their employees across 
multiple locations, thus, it is increasingly common that people find themselves to work and 
collaborate with people of the same company or part of a different organization, who live in 
other nations or continents (Newell & Chand, 2007).   

The evolving organizational needs combined with advancements in technologies made 
possible the delineation of virtual work. Companies experience an increasing need for 
untraditional work configuration and thus the need of virtual teams increased (Ganesh & 
Gupta, 2010).   
As the business environment is becoming more complex and dynamic, it requires more 
flexibility and readily available information and knowledge to proficiently meet the 
objectives. In order to do face the challenging marketplace, organizations are putting effort 

in making their structures less vertical and more flexible.   
Thanks to the technology advancements, companies could respect the new requirements and 
opt for virtual work configurations which help in mitigating the rigidity of organizational 
structure and boundaries (Lurey & Raisinghani, 2001).  

In this chapter it will be presented an overview of virtual teams, starting with the rationales 
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for adopting such structures. After that there will a section related to the definition of the 

term and the main topics related to virtual teams.  

In the last part of this chapter will be offered an idea of the advantages and the challenges 
related to virtual teams, concluding with a summary of the complexity linked to the topic.  

 

1.2 Virtual team’s trend   
Virtual teams have become an alternative way for organising work (DeRosa & Wittenberg), 
it is a management solution to the global strategies, such as alliances or managing 
relationships between headquarters and subsidiaries (Tenzer & Pudelko, 2016).  
According to a survey, “approximately 66% of multinational organizations use virtual teams, 
and most of the companies surveyed consider that this number will continue to grow” 
(Gilson et al., 2015). Some among the biggest companies as IBM, General Electric and 
SAP, use virtual teams for research and development matters, aiming to gather together 
people with the best competencies, regardless their work location. (Siebdrat et al, 2009).
  

Companies, in fact, are bringing together individuals dispersed all around the globe whom 
possess the right knowledge and skills and that collaborate through mediating technologies 
instead of face to face (Gibson & Cohen, 2003)  

This trend is sustained and made possible by the great innovation on information and 
communication technologies, along with their increasing affordability (Ganesh & Gupta, 
2010).  
Virtual teams are flexible structures which can be adopted by different organizational 
functions, covering all the needs that may arise. Specifically, as stated in a survey conducted 
in 2009, the most common functioning roles of virtual teams are: strategy and business 
development, finance, general management, marketing and sales, project management, IT, 
customer service, R&D, operations and production. (The Economist Intelligence Unit 

Limited, 2009). Olson and Olson (2003) and Kanawattanachai and Yoo (2007) add that 
virtual team are adopted for new software or product development, or by financial analysts, 
designers, strategic consultants, researches and so on.  

Virtual teams are becoming the heart of the globalization and they are evolving into the rule 
instead of the exception (Zander et al., 2012), meaning that they are turning into a necessity 

and not just an option companies can decide to choose or not.   
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However most companies do not plan to work virtually and they often do not have relevant 
experience and know-how (The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited, 2009) as well as 
employees may lack important skills for working at a distance and managing different 
cultures. (Pinjani & Palvia, 2013).   

The fact that virtual teams are unplanned working configuration, require organizations to 
think differently and to provide a new kind of management along with looking for 
candidates with appropriate skills and abilities (Chang et al., 2011).   

Global strategies are making the human capital more and more heterogeneous (Garrison et 
al., 2010) and when people with no particular training for diversity and virtuality are 
required to start working in a virtual team, they may experience confusion and 
disappointment. This is because they lack the right competences needed to proper behave. 
The situation is exacerbated by numerous kinds of distances such as national, geographical, 
temporal, and contextual. The sense of unshared identity that originates has an effect of the 
team dynamics, specifically on communications (Gibson & Gibbs, 2006) and on the level of 
information exchanged as well as on the performance.   

In order to mitigate the effect of distance it is important to be sensible about different 
perspectives and engage in some perspective taking activities to step into other member’s 
shoes (Mortensen, 2015).  

Virtual work should be shaped around frankness and open communication. Virtual team 
leaders should help highlighting the advantages virtual work can bring as well as mitigating 
the disadvantages, and make sure the team possess the appropriate tools to face the 
challenges. (Siebdrat et al, 2009).   

Good team performance and task accomplishment depend on the ability of all team members 
to overcome the difficulties created by the virtual context and to the competence of 
communicating knowledge and complex information in a complete and quick way using 
computer mediated tools (Tan et al., 2012).  
The working environment in which virtual teams operate is poor in social presence and 
interpersonal interactivity, these factors may create difficulties in communication and 
collaboration (Liu et al., 2008). Moreover, the physical and time distance, the lack of shared 
history context and the limited choice of communication channels exacerbate the difficulties, 
and this is the reason why virtual teams can turn in a disaster if not properly managed. 

(Kanawattanachai & Yoo, 2002). Thus, it is fundamental that companies operating in such a 
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dynamic and complex environment, effectively and efficiently manage the global knowledge 
resources in order to pursue and maintain a competitive advantage (Mukherjee et al., 2012). 

 

1.3 Virtual team definition  

In order to understand how virtual teams function, it is necessary to provide a definition to 
what is meant with virtual team.  

First of all, virtual teams are just one shape that virtual work, in particular Hertel et al. 
(2005) provide an overview of the various virtual work types. They discuss four kind of 
virtual work, precisely: telework, virtual groups, virtual teams and virtual communities. 
Telework is carried out when people are partially or completely outside the company 
headquarter and they are supported by information and communication technologies in order 
to perform their daily activities. If several teleworkers are combined together and report to 
the same manager, a virtual group is in place. What distinguish a virtual group from a virtual 
team, is that members need to work together toward a common goal.   

For what concern virtual communities, they are composed by people whom collaborate via 
internet and are guided by a common purpose, norms and roles but usually they are detached 
from organizational structure.   
Focusing on virtual teams, it is to be said that in the literature they are referred to using 
different terminology, the most common are: geographically distributed teams, virtual 
transnational organization, virtual teaming environment, cross national teams, geographically 
dispersed teams, virtual teams, cross-cultural distributed teams, multicultural distributed 
teams, international computer-mediated collaboration, computer-mediated distributed teams 
(Connaughton & Shuffler, 2007).  

However, the most used is virtual team, and henceforth this will be the terminology used in 
this document.   

There is not a single definition of virtual teams, even though the literature agrees on the 
following assumptions, reported in Gibson and Cohen (2003):  

 members within the team are interdependent while performing their tasks, they are a 
social unit, sharing responsibilities for outcomes;  

 members are geographically distributed; 

 virtual team members mainly rely on technology-mediated communications rather 
than face-to-face interactions to accomplish their tasks.  
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Interdependence is an important pillar for virtual teams, because, with no interdependence 
there would be no need of managing team interactions. Instead, is necessary to design and 

think how members interact and participate.   

The geographical dispersion implies that within virtual teams the level of diversity is higher 
with respect to the level in traditional teams. The heterogeneity relates demographical 

factors such as age, nation, race, culture, but also background, functioning role and so on. 

Members of virtual team are not co-located and their primary work sites are different. 

Specifically, they may be based in different buildings, cities, nations or even continents.  

The dispersion is also in time, in fact, virtual teams often span different time zone. Since 
dispersion influence the way relations are built, it is important that members are aware of the 
dispersion’s level the team is experiencing so that they can behave appropriately. Often, in 
fact, when the level of dispersion is low, for example when members are located in different 
buildings, they may underestimate the level of virtuality which they are subjected to, and be 
unaware that the relationships are going to be different to the one they would have 
experienced located in the same office, desk by desk. (Siebdrat et al, 2009).  

The great dependence on communication technologies distinguish virtual teams by 
traditional teams and the degree of reliance on electronic communication as well as the 
quality of the media of communication used, determines the degree of virtuality the teams is 
subjected to.   

The degree of virtuality can vary from slightly virtual to extremely virtual according to the 
geographic dispersion and the extensive use of technology-mediated communications 
(Ganesh & Gupta, 2010). The level of virtuality a team is subjected to is usually driven by 
strategic factors, such as mergers, increasing market span, cost reductions and flexibility of 
the market, influences goals accomplishment (Mukherjee et al., 2012).  

 It is important to assess it because accordingly there will be different level of complexity 
which should be approached specifically. The implication is that there is not a single way to 
manage virtual teams, but the approaches need to be managed according to the specific 
characteristic of the team.   

Also important is the configuration the team has, meaning how many members of the team 
are present per location (Siebdrat et al, 2009).  

Other attributions that complete the definition of virtual teams are advanced by Gibson and 
Gibbs (2006). In particular virtual teams show fluid membership, malleable structures and 
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are composed by members who are different from each other according to culture, nation of 
origin, organization and function. The dynamic nature of virtual teams is represented by the 
fact that members’ roles and the relationships among each other are subjected to frequent 
changes. Also, team membership is changing quickly, determining often a high turnover. 
Moreover virtual teams are defined to be temporary structures that pursue a specific project 
such as a new product or software development, and when the objective is reached it is 
dismantled (Chang et al., 2011).  

 

1.4 The advantages brought by virtual teams  

According to a survey, the 71% of the respondents agreed that the pros of working in a 
virtual team outweigh the cons (The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited, 2009), in fact 
virtual work can bring many advantaged to the company, thanks to the particular synergy 
created by heterogeneous members interacting with each other in a non conventional way. 
This heterogeneity and diversity of virtual teams are seen as an advantage because they help 
reducing groupthink and favourite creativity and innovation (Shrm Foundation 2014). 

Diverse intelligence combined with collaborative mechanisms, will exert team effort. It 
means that the virtual team will create better outcome than the one that could be obtained by 
each individual member alone (Gibson & Cohen, 2003).  

Moreover, since big companies cover and serve different markets, each one with specific 
characteristics, having members located in different locations, permit to have team members 
with different local expertise. The specific knowledge turns in a better understanding of 
customers’ needs, resulting in an increased customer satisfaction (Jain & Sobek, 2006) and 
in an overall improved responsiveness to the local market (Verburg et al., 2013).  

In addition, the time gap characterising teams composed by member located in different 
nations or continents could be an advantage. In fact, if managed properly it may help getting 
more done overall, because there is always someone working across the globe (DeRosa & 
Wittenberg). 
In fact, if virtual team members are coordinated and they properly collaborate, then the work 
could be organized efficiently and accomplished quickly thanks to the time difference which 
gives the possibility to work on the project not only during the eight canonical hours per 
day. This helps in reducing the time to market and contribute to an overall responsiveness to 
the changing business environment (Mulebeke & Zhen, 2006).   
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Further, virtual teams offer flexibility and adaptability because they allow the identification 
of centre of excellence, composed by the best experts in specialised fields (Rosen et al., 
2007) who do not need to be together in the same place, but can contribute with their 
expertise at a distance. Such agglomeration of people may change according to the specific 
task or project the company need to accomplish, in order to always have on board the key 
people (Badrinarayanan & Arnett, 2008).   

For these reasons, virtual teams enables companies to better respond to the increasing 
competition (Hunsaker & Hunsaker, 2008) and reach a competitive advantage.   
In addition virtual work, allows companies to broaden the recruiting base, so that HR 
practitioners can select members without geographic constrains, increasing the likelihood to 
research for the best talents. A larger pool of available candidates, increasing the likelihood 
of finding the right and best knowledge that fit at best the job (Shrm Foundation 2014; 
Hunsaker & Hunsaker, 2008) which in turn will be able to complete the task more 
efficiently and quickly (Zander et al., 2012) . 
Further, adopting virtual work and virtual team configurations, create the long term benefit 
to build a virtual workforce culture: in this way employees and team members learn how to 
do it and reinforce the functioning mechanism over time. (Aon consulting, 2009). Given the 
great expansion in the use of virtual teams, learning over time how to properly build and 
lead them will create a competitive advantage for the company.   

In addition, as it is underlined in Cascio (2000), since members in virtual team mainly 
communicate through technology mediated communications, it is possible for companies to 
save on travel costs. This has both an economical impact as well as an environmental one, in 
fact, less travel means less emissions and pollution. Moreover, the possibility for employees 
to work at a distance contribute to better accommodate their personal and professional lives, 
as they do not need to make long travels or change location. Virtual teams may bring 
positive effects because nowadays stakeholders display a growing attention to the social and 
environmental aspects, and how companies deal with them.  

 

1.5 Disadvantages and challenges of virtual teams  

The positive aspects of virtual teams are coupled with complications. In fact, the same 71% 
that acclaimed for the benefits of virtual teams commented also that working virtually brings 
many challenges. According to a survey, the main ones are related to misunderstandings 

created by cultural and language differences and by the lack of physical bonds. Others 
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comprehend the difficulty of building trust and camaraderie, managing productivity and 
information flow, as well as the technical problems related to technology (The Economist 
Intelligence Unit Limited, 2009).  

The factors that create complexity and difficulties in the management of virtual teams are 
also the aspects that distinguish them from traditional teams: the geographical dispersion and 
the use of technology-mediated communications. Geographical distance does not only 
signify that members are in different locations, but it implies that the communications might 
span different time zones. Because of lack of proximity, Gibson and Cohen (2003) stated 
that virtual teams often suffer from the “out-of-sight-out-of-mind” syndrome, which 
combined with cultural and contextual differences, makes task accomplishment more 
difficult.  
Time difference, combined with cultural differences, the use of technology and the difficulty 
of transferring contextual information, can make people out of synch (Zander et al., 2012) 
and create a complex and articulated communication process in which it is not easy for 
virtual team members to interpret the message or even give a meaning to silent. (Henttonen 

& Blomqvist, 2005).  

With respect to traditional teams, virtual teams encounter more difficulties in sharing ideas, 
beliefs and expectations (Henttonen & Blomqvist, 2005), this is due to the extensive use of 
emails and computer mediated communications, which affects the information sharing 
process in general by reducing the opportunities to exchange nonverbal cues such as tone of 
voice, warmth and attentiveness which are seen as important factors for message clarity and 
communication richness (Gibson & Gibbs, 2006).   
Additionally, technology might not be easy to use (Badrinarayanan & Arnett, 2008) and the 
phenomenon of “technophobia” may happen (Johnson et al., 2001), in the sense that 
members might encounter difficulties in using and exploit it. This implies that it might be 
necessary a training in order to ensure that everyone has the same proficiency level in using 
software and programs.   

The use of technology also turn the communication more task related, (Verburg et al., 2013) 
making difficult the development of social relationships, which turns in a weaker team 
identity (Zimmermann, 2011). According to Garrison et al. (2010) such a dimension can be 
developed by conceding virtual team members the necessary time to build social bonds, 
cohesion, trust and commitment, important to strengthen team identity.   
Additionally, virtual team members are likely to be very diverse from each others, in term of 
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race, culture, nation, language and educational and professional background.   
Heterogeneity implies that people have different way of behaving and thinking, which might 
be inconsistent with one another.   
This high level of diversity makes virtual team members more susceptible to negative 
effects, mining the advantages that virtual work could offer (Polzer et al., 2006).  

Furthermore, often virtual teams are built for a limited period of time, and are composed by 
people who have never worked together before (Lin et al., 2008): the lack of shared history 
may have an impact on the patterns of information sharing and working together (Gibson & 
Gibbs, 2006).  
This means that virtual team members do not share the same history, or the same future, so 
it can be hard to build trust and keep conflicts at a feasible level.   

In the end, since the monitoring activity it is not easy to be accomplished in a situation in 
which people are not together and work at a distance, it is difficult to detect if a member 
tries to take advantage of the others. However this behaviour would lead to an unbalanced 
workload and to poor performance, affecting the virtual team as a whole (Greenberg et al., 

2007).  

 

1.6 Conclusions  
Virtual work allows team members to accomplish tasks transcending traditional restriction of 
time and physical proximity (Luse et al., 2013). The increasing companies’ need for 
managing people at different locations due to global strategies, make virtual teams a good 
solution. They are flexible solutions which can be adapted for different organizational needs 

and adopted by different organizational functions.  

It has not been clarified yet whether the advantages of virtual teams exceed the 
disadvantages or vice versa. This is because there is not a single type of virtual team, and 
according to which factors and contingencies are combined together, each team has to be 
managed specifically. However, since multinational corporation broadly use these 
configurations, they cannot leave the effective management of virtual teams out of 
consideration. Nevertheless managing a virtual team is rated as the second challenge of 
working virtually, in fact one in three executives agrees that too often virtual team are bad 
managed (The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited, 2009).   

It is not clear how working virtually impact on performances, with this regard, a study 
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conducted by Govindarajan and Gupta (2001) on 70 virtual teams shows that just the 18% of 
those teams consider their performance completely successful, the remaining part was not 
satisfied with their goals accomplishment and one third judged their performance as 
unsuccessful.  
In order to avoid negative outcomes and to prevent virtual team members to feel unsatisfied 
it is important that the virtual team leader and the team members are aware of what the 
challenges of a virtual team are, so that they can successfully deal with them. These 
difficulties relate building trust due to cultural differences, or communication breakdowns 
because of language barriers, time gap or technology mediated communications 
(Govindarajan & Gupta, 2001).   

In order to facilitate the communication process in this virtual context, companies need to 
make investment in technologies. However, having the most advanced technologies is not 

per se a synonym of success. These technologies need to be integrated in the company and 

employees need to exploit and accept them as effective means of communication. 
Differently the company would not have the expected benefits from the investment as well 
as from the communication process of the virtual team.  

If the members will be able to overcome the challenges, it will be easier to exploit the 
advantages brought by virtual work. For example, learning to exploit team members 
differences will foster creativity and innovation, which may be crucial in a virtual team set 
for the development of a new product.   

To facilitate virtual teams, companies should involve the HR practitioners in the process of 
becoming virtual and invite employees to ask for clarification in order to address 
uncertainties (DeRosa & Wittenberg).   

At the same time companies should provide trainings in order to give members tools to help 
them understand which behaviours could be appropriate or not, constructive or not. 

The most important ones are about cultures, technology and communication. This is true 
because if members would experience problems in these areas they will likely attribute those 
problems to lack of commitment or lack of functional ability (Greenberg et al., 2007) and as 

a result the will not build trust and social affection and the performances will be low.  
Training about culture would help people understanding how to behave in a multicultural 
context and how to be aware and respect differences. Guidance about  technologies is 
important in order to make virtual team members aware of the different tools available and 
how to fully exploit the technologies and transfer knowledge, this is related also to the 
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communication capacity in a virtual context and how should be a proper communication 
(DeRosa & Wittenberg).  
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2. CHAPTER TWO  
 

THE INPUT FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN BUILDING A 
VIRTUAL TEAM 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 
The initial task when a team has to be implemented is the definition of the team’s general 
purpose and the assessment of the level of virtuality it will be subjected to (Hertel et al., 

2005). In the matter of building a virtual team from zero, a general valuation is necessary as 

there are many diversity factors that impact the team functioning.  

A preliminary planning phase is important in order to build an effective virtual team, in 
particular it should be determined how many people will be part of the team and how they 
will interact and coordinate and for how long, as it is relevant for the development of 
innovation. (Gibson & Gibbs, 2006).  

Along with that, team composition is studied to affect the nature of coordination and 
performance (Malhotra & Majchrzak, 2014), implying that selecting the right members is 
crucial for the team’s success. Thus, companies should put attention in the selection process, 
in order to monitor and control the degree of the diversity within the team and integrate it 
(Govindarajan & Gupta, 2001).  

The candidates’ evaluation will be done according to the functional role and to the technical 
abilities needed to perform the task as well as on personal characteristics (Greenberg et al., 

2007), relevant for working in a virtual environment with people different from each other.  
Instead, if the team is composed by people who already are part of the organization and 
already used to work together, then it should assessed whether the people are ready and 
aware of the shift and how it will impact their way of working.   
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Diversity is intrinsic in the definition of virtual teams. It is a relative concept, meaning that 

someone can be defined diverse only in relation with someone else. In Garrison et al (2010) 
is underlined that a member can be diverse from another one according to visible 
attributions, defined demographical, such as age, race, gender and country of origin. Team 
members who are demographically diverse may feel uncomfortable working together and 
they may be detached from others. A second set of attribution, defined informational, is 
related to the educational background, the functional expertise and the organizational 
position. Teams composed by members coming from the same function tend to perform 
better than those that are cross- functional, because, in the second case there is more 
complexity to be managed due for example to the fact that everyone need to get familiar 
with the technical language other professionals may have (Onpoint Consulting). So, during 

the virtual team’s building phase this should be taken into account.  

Finally a third set of attribution is related to differences in motivation and work values. 
It is not clear whether diversity in virtual teams is good or bad, however in order to funnel 
diversity into something positive, it is important to manage and control it, and this is 
possible through the candidates’ selection.   
The selection process enables leaders and HR to determine the degree of diversity the virtual 
team should display and research for the people who possess the appropriate characteristics. 
In this phase it is also possible to control some variable at team level, which will influence 
how the team is going to work.   
In the following paragraphs four input factors will be explained, starting from the ones at a 
team level as the expected life of the team and its size and structure and proceeding with 
factors specific at the individual level as culture and language. Moreover, since the selection 
process is widely considered important for bringing on board the right members, the last 
section will be dedicated to the characteristics important for working in a virtual team. 

 

2.2 Temporary or ongoing?  

Depending on the organizational need a virtual team is built for and the strategic goal it has 
to accomplish, it should be clear since the beginning what is the expected life of the virtual 
team. It is important because whether a specific virtual team is built for a short term project 
or a long term task, it changes the processes and the relationships which will be put into 
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place.  
It is the case of trust building, which in temporary teams will be more cognitive related 
rather than affective based (Kanawattanachai & Yoo, 2002). This means that in a temporary 
team, where members often lack a shared history, as they are gathered together for the 
matter of the project (Pinjani & Palvia, 2013) it is necessary that members establish their 
trust on the basis of their background and professional credentials rather than on shared past 
experiences (Kanawattanachai & Yoo, 2002). However, in temporary teams whose members 
are open to cultural and other diversities, it is possible to build team identity if the leader put 
in practice effective behaviours.   

For what concern ongoing virtual teams, trust is seen to be very important for ensuring 
smooth team processes and functioning. In this case, trust should raise both from cognitive 
as well as affective aspects, meaning that in the beginning members would make evaluations 
according to informational attributes, but building long term interpersonal relationships is 
important as well. (Shrm Foundation 2016). Researches shows that teams working together 

for more than three years performed better than those with a shorter tenure. This suggest that 
it takes time to members to learn how to cooperate and work together effectively and that 
team learning and trust building occurs over time (Onpoint Consulting). 

 

2.3 Team structure   

Team structure refers to how the team is built, how many people are within it, how the 
responsibilities and the activities are shared and how the information flows. In view of the 
above, team structure highly determines the nature of the relationships within the team and 
ultimately it impact on performance (Liu et al., 2008).  

A virtual team’ structure can be more or less hierarchical. However, there is not a univocal 
idea of which configuration is the best, but an evaluation can be facilitated by analysing the 
working environment. In particular it is suggested by Liu et al. (2008) that if the working 
environment is not complex, a hierarchical structure should be adopted in which the level of 
individual accountability is high and free riding situations are unlikely to occur. On the 
contrary, if the virtual team has to deal with a dynamic and unstable environment, 
exacerbated by the communication process carried out mainly asynchronously, then a non 
hierarchical structure would increase flexibility and improve the responsiveness to the quick 
change in demand. In such a context, the interactions among team members will be more 
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unstructured and will occur ad hoc, according to the specific needs. As a result, more 

perspectives will be taken into account improving the quality of the decision making.  

Another important aspect related to the structure is team size. This is a variable which has to 
be decided and controlled a priori and it may depend on the goal assigned to the virtual team 
or the level of virtuality. Team size affect the decision making process and how individual 

collaborate and create relations (Chidambaram & Tung, 2005).   
However there is not a specific number of people a virtual team should be composed by, but 
for sure team size should allow leaders and companies to manage the team and maintain 
control. Team size should be decided combining the more knowledge and skills with the 

lower number of people. Whenever the team grows in number because more and diverse 
knowledge is needed, then it should be considered a structure that sees a core team 
surrounded by other subteams (Govindarajan & Gupta, 2001).   
The idea proposed by Ferrazzi (2014), is to have a set of team members responsible for the 
strategy and the core activities and other members working on the operational activities, 
taking decisions about the daily work. In parallel it should be build a network of temporary 
or part time members which are involved only in specific stages of the project and 
contribute with a specialized knowledge.   
The architecture of the team and subgroups gives an idea of the links among team members 
and the intensity of the ties built. A planning phase of the virtual team structure is relevant 
because if members are linked by stronger ties, this implies that they need to cooperate 
extensively and thus, it is important to evaluate if the personal characteristics of the 
members, such as predisposition, values, experiences and personalities can fit together at 
best to reach a common objective (Gibson & Cohen, 2003).   

However, it is important to properly keep under control the situation related to subteams. In 
fact, even if in some situations having a bigger structure of subteams is a necessity, it can 
bring problems.   

Subteams can arise naturally during the working activities or they can be planned in advance 
by the company. They can be built using the rational of let people of the same location 
working together, or creating a subgroup composed by people with a specific knowledge or 
expertise. 
However the attributes used for the division into subgroups might trigger the issue of social 
categorization and in/out group dynamics. Depending on the context in which the team is 
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working and the members part of the team the fragmentation into subgroups may create 
problems (Polzer et al., 2006).  

This is shown by O’Leary and Mortensen (2010), in fact, they sustain that if subgroups are 
built according to geographical basis, it is likely to provide fertile ground for social 
categorization. This means that virtual team members would encounter difficulties in 

consider themselves as part of a team. Again, Polzer et al. (2006) illustrate the case of a 
virtual team divided into two subgroups of similar size, comprehending people located in 
two locations. These members will experience more conflicts and less trust. The 
phenomenon is exacerbated if members within a subgroup are heterogeneous according to 
nationality. Unexpectedly, if members are divided into more locations with one member per 
location and the level of diversity among them is high, they experienced less self 
categorization problems.  

For what concern team size, it is also can lead to problems, and thus it is important to 
manage it at best. The main linked problem is the social loafing phenomenon.   

Social loafing occurs when members reduce effort and motivation in the project. A member 

dedicate less than his or her maximum, reducing participation and contribution. This 
phenomenon is likely to occur when members feel less responsible for the outcome 
(Ferrazzi, 2014) and when they believe the personal contribution to the goal would not make 

any difference (Chidambaram & Tung, 2005). In fact, if the team is composed by too many 

people, social loafing is more likely to occur because people suffer by the “dilution effect”.
  

This problem is likely to affect virtual teams because it is exacerbated by the physical 
distance and by the technology-mediated communications (Ferrazzi, 2014). The reason is 
that in the virtual context occur many situations in which it is not easy to recognise 
individual efforts.   

The fact that contributions are often pooled together, make it difficult to identify who did 
what. Another explanation is that when a member is isolated, for example is working alone 
in a location, he or she will feel more distant and his or her participation is likely to decrease 
(Chidambaram & Tung, 2005).   

 

2.4 Culture  
Culture is defined as the deposit of knowledge, experience, beliefs, values, attitudes, 
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meanings, hierarchies, religion, notions of time, roles, spatial relations, concepts of the 
universe, and material objects and possessions acquired by a group of people in the course 
of generations through individual and group striving (Olson & Olson, 2003).  

Culture is something acquired and invisible that people simply take for granted, even though 
it has a great impact of the way they read and give meaning to the world around them. 
Differences in cultures have an impact on attitudes and values and it might lead to lower 
team cohesiveness and to greater misunderstandings (Shrm Foundation, 2014).   
Moreover, it is a factor to be kept into account because members with different cultures tend 
to communicate in a different way and utilise different communication channels (Gibson & 
Cohen, 2003).  
Xiao and Huang (2016) sustain that teamwork is affected by three kind of culture, in 
particular, national culture, organizational culture and team culture. Virtual teams are likely 
to be influenced by all the three types of culture, and this cause a great complexity to be 
managed. 
Given the different type of culture each virtual team member may be subjected to, as soon as 
the virtual team is build, it is important to develop a common and unique culture, bringing 
together all the people in order to prevent the virtual team from experiencing challenges in 
communication and conflicts (Shrm Foundation, 2015).   

Cultures are different because of many reasons, in Olson and Olson (2003) many of such 
differences are explained, hereafter some of the most relevant will be discussed.  
Culture affects and shapes the perception of hierarchies, the individualist or collectivistic 
attitudes, the attention to tasks and relationships, the perception of space, time and 
friendship, as well as the expression of agreement or disagreement and the type 
remuneration considered satisfying.  
For what concern the perception of hierarchies and the way members use to report with their 
bosses, have and influence on the way activities are done (Shrm Foundation, 2015). For 
example, some members may consider the leader as a peer, while some others may shape 
the relationship with formality and deference. In this second case, virtual team members 
might need the leader’s approval before sharing a personal contribution and they may need 
the leader’s supervision to better perform their tasks. However, this is not always possible in 

virtual teams, where leaders and members may be geographically distant.   

Individualistic and collectivistic behaviours impact on the use of explicit and implicit 
language and in the way members express their dissent (Gibson & Cohen, 2003).   
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Individualistic cultures usually adopt an explicit communication: they communicate what 
they want in a clear way, including dissent. On the contrary, members coming from a 
collectivistic culture tend to avoid direct confrontations and in order to do so, they 
communicate ambiguously using expressions such as “maybe”, “perhaps” and “somewhat”. 
In fact, they experience difficulties in expressing dissent since they do not want to mine the 
harmony within the team or put in a bad light some members.   

Members with a different cultural background have a different orientation toward task and 
relationships. This means that, in some cultures it is important to solely focus on the goal 

accomplishment and on the activities needed to meet the objectives. In this case there is a 

high respect for timing and deadlines. In other cases members consider important building 

relationships and friendship. The management of task and relationship oriented people is no 
easy, the firsts may consider the seconds uncommitted to team’s goals, while the seconds 
may consider the others insensitive.   

Cultural differences make intricate also the division of responsibilities. In fact, according to 
different cultures, people feel more comfortable either with individual responsibilities or 
group responsibilities. The accountability system is to be decided at the beginning, when 
roles and activities are assigned, and in order to design a proper system it is important to 
take into account the cultural idiosyncrasies of each member.  

In addition, it should be determined what motivate members: the appropriate remuneration is 
different according to personal values and attitudes, but also because of culture. In fact some 
members may need individual recognition such as money or personal benefits that show the 
status, while some others may prefer the eulogy of the team as a whole.  

These differences greatly influence the way members interact. Given the great complexity 
created by the combination of the aforementioned factors, if virtual team members are not 
aware of the underlying cultural differences, working together could be a failure. However, 
if they understand and become able in handling those differences, the benefits arising from 
working in a multicultural context can be exploited (Olson & Olson, 2003).  

In order to facilitate virtual team members in developing awareness for cultural differences, 
organizations should evaluate the possibility to provide a specific training about it. In a 
study presented in Shrm Foundation (2015) it is shown how training should be a cascaded 
process, starting from the top management telling stories to the lower level managers and so 
on, until getting to the single virtual team members. This would communicate to the virtual 
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team members, that cultural sensitivity is a valuable competence and that they should put 
effort in its development.   

In order to determine whether members and leaders would benefit from a cultural training, 
they may be put in a situation where they need to apply cultural sensitivity in order to 
succeed: observing their reactions is an effective way to assess the overall level of cultural 
sensitivity. 

 

2.5 Language  

Being part of a virtual team often means dealing with people from different nations which 
speak different languages. Nowadays, English is commonly known and studied and is taken 

for granted that people can properly work using English instead of their mother language. 
However, language can be a barrier to effective communication and to informal information 
sharing (Tenzer & Pudelko, 2016). Also, it has a great impact on the means of 
communication virtual team members feel comfortable to use, in particular non native 
English may prefer asynchronous means of communication such as email rather than other 
richer media as videoconference is. The reason is that when using videoconference calls, 
members need to put great effort in comprehending, analysing, listening and formulating an 
answer quickly. If the proficiency level of non native English speaker is not very high, then 

they would rather prefer avoiding confrontational situations. In case of emails, members can 
take their time to reflect and elaborate and answer which is the most accurate expression of 
what they really mean. (Duranti & de Almeida, 2012).   

In order to overcome this obstacle it is important that native English speaker understand and 
tolerate errors and imprecision and do not show disappointment (Tenzer & Pudelko, 2016) 
in this way members with a lower proficiency level would feel to express themselves 
without worrying about being blamed.   

Moreover, investing in language training can bring to benefits. In fact, augmenting language 
knowledge would allow each member to properly express them and as a result there will be 
no need of third party mediator, such as a translator, favouring a more direct and 
spontaneous communication. (Govindarajan & Gupta, 2001). 

2.6 Knowledge, skills and abilities (KSA)  

When a new virtual team is built, it is necessary to choose the right people which will be 
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part of it. Through the planning and the selection phases, companies are able to have an 

overview of how the virtual team is going to be. This would help them in understanding 
which knowledge, skills and abilities should possess the members part of it in order to 
successfully operate within it. Selecting the appropriate people would give virtual teams as a 

whole the possibility to be successful and accomplish the goals.  

Knowledge, skills and abilities (KSA) are the main selection criteria for virtual team 
members (Hertel et al., 2005). In particular, Gibson and Cohen (2003) provide a wide 
examination of specific KSA at three levels: individual KSAs, team KSAs and team leader 
KSAs. 
 

2.6.1 Individual KSA  

Gibson and Cohen (2003), supported by Ferrazzi (2014), classified the most important 
candidates’ characteristics in the following categories: 

 Self management 

 Communication 

 Cultural sensitivity and awareness 

 Trust  
 Comfort with technologies 

Self management relates to the capacity of virtual team members to self manage their work, 
by setting agendas, respect timing, prioritise and organise activities as well as motivate 
themselves. Moreover, proactivity is also relevant for virtual work. This implies that 
members understand which information are needed to accomplish their task and are willing 
to ask for information by engaging in active communication and overcoming the barriers of 
time and distance.   

In order to do that, it is appropriate that candidates are able to properly communicate in a 
virtual context. This means that they can send information, ask for feedback and they can 
effectively choose the appropriate mean of communication according to the message they 
need convey and its urgency. Further, the lack of physical cues forces members to be 
sensible of interpreting tacit signals and to engage in one-to-one communications in order to 
clarify if they understood correctly.  

Cultural sensitivity is related to being open to new experiences and flexibility. Hertel et al. 
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(2005) consider relevant also the extraversion, emotional stability and interpersonal and 
intercultural sensitivity. In Shrm Foundation (2015), it is said that people involved in a 
multicultural virtual team should be curious about other cultures and diversities, 
collaborative and great listeners as well as being inclusive and allow participation.   

The ability of building trust is very important and it requires candidates to possess 
dependability, conscientiousness, integrity and agreeableness.   
In the end, the capacity of using information technology tools and telecooperate (Hertel et 
al., 2005) is a pillar for a virtual team candidate, as it is the primary way through which the 

communication is carried out. In fact, during selections it may be useful to ask candidates to 
accomplish a short task using the technology the virtual team members will be expected to 
use on a daily basis (The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited, 2009).  

The mix of all the aforementioned KSA would prevent conflicts and motivation losses 
(Hertel et al., 2005) and ensure the smooth functioning. 

 

2.6.2 Team leader KSA  

Companies’ support is very important for the team leader, if fact, as leading a virtual team is 
a complex task, they should provide the team with infrastructures, technologies and training 
(Verburg et al., 2013) in order to allow the leader to perform his or her job at best. 
A virtual team leader should possess all the competencies considered relevant for the 
membership in a virtual team, plus some others required to successfully carry out the job.  
Gibson and Cohen (2003) report that the responsibilities of a virtual team leader comprehend 
defining mission, set expectation and build team culture, assigning tasks, establish 
communication norm, coaching and motivate members, facilitate meeting and activities’ 
execution, mediate conflicts and evaluate performances. In order to succeed a virtual team 
leader need to be willing to engage in open, sincere and frequent communication, in fact it is 
not easy lead at a distance and this require an extra effort in order to let dispersed members 
perceive they are not alone and their participation is valuable.   

Because of the social loafing phenomenon previously defined, in order to avoid negative 
situations, a leader should pay great attention on the team dynamics and be able to recognize 
individual contribution and effort, especially when the members and the leader are not co-

located.  

Mukherjee et al. (2012) defined three broad categories of leaders’ capabilities: cognitive, 
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social and behavioural. Cognitive capacities relate the multidimensional judgement and the 

relative ability to synthesise information, as well as the influencing others. Social 
competencies comprehend all the interpersonal skills necessary when managing a team 
composed by people very diverse from each other. Diplomacy, cultural sensitivity and 

awareness of differences are important in order to shape communications. In conclusion, 
behavioural skills are related to the capacity to shape their behaviours with a view to 
influence members and help the organization pursuing the best interests.   

The mix of the mentioned KSAs, would create an effective virtual team leader. 

 

2.6.3 Team KSA  

The success of a virtual team relies in the capacity to accomplish goals and in the well being 
of the people engaged. Selecting the proper candidates and team leader is important to create 

a virtual team that works. However, when people are selected they need to understand how 

to work together and be integrated. In fact, if they cannot cope together the team is not 

going to provide the expected benefits.   

The integration process should start very early in the team formation with a first face to face 
meeting. It is useful for defining roles, and communication norms, such has the acceptable 
response time, the management of priorities and urgencies, the use of shared work spaces 
(Watkins, 2013).   
Gibson and Cohen (2003) identified as the most important KSAs for a team: problem 
solving attitudes, conflicts management, find a trade off between task and social 
communication and adopting a learning orientation.   

Among the virtual team capabilities which matter the most, problem solving should be 
included. In particular, the problem solving process should be approached collectively, 
allowing all the team members to express their opinion, engage in active communication and 
when necessary, engage in negotiation in order to combine the different opinions. If the 

problem is solved through consensus the result will be, and will be perceived as more fair.
  

Further, a team that works should be able to recognise and solve conflicts. Because of 
physical distance and lack of social bonds, conflicts may be undetected and thus unresolved, 
and this can be very dangerous for the team functioning. Some conflicts may be related to 
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differences among team members, or some others to free-riding. However the problem is 
exacerbate when members do not communicate with enough frequency or stop 
communicating, do not show their commitment to the team and to the final goal. In this 
situation is up to the team member to properly manage the relationship with the members 
who exhibit these behaviours.   

Another important competence virtual teams should possess is the ability to find a balance 
between task oriented and social oriented communication. Virtual teams tend to be more 
focused on tasks, sacrificing the creation of social relationships and informal 
communication. However virtual teams need to building social relationships in order to 
enhance cohesion, trust and ultimately have a positive effect of effectiveness, satisfaction 
and performance. (Lin et al., 2008).   

Lastly, it is important to adopt a learning orientation, which can be obtained by sharing 
ideas, encouraging collaboration and providing feedback.  

 

 
2.7 Conclusions  

The aim of this chapter was to clarify the importance of the planning and selection phases 
when building a virtual teams. The planning phase is meant as the control of the variables 
related to the virtual team, in particular how the virtual team members will communicate and 
interact with one another, the degree of virtuality and the structure. It is important because 
the different combination of the aforementioned factors would lead to different virtual team 
configuration. Planning relates also in the assessment of the characteristics that virtual team 

members should possess in order to successfully operate in such complex situation. Within 
the chapter the most important Knowledge, Skills and Abilities (KSA) have been discussed 
in order to provide a guideline regarding the best candidates to be selected for working in a 
virtual team. On completion of what just said, two input factors have been examined: 

language and culture. They are relevant in this phase because too often companies, dealing 

with virtual teams, need to take them into account and face their effect on team functioning. 
Diversity is taken for granted when talking about virtual teams, but it is important to be 
aware that different factors may bring complications in the management of interpersonal 
relationships and in the communication process, leading to problems in the goal’s 
accomplishment and performance.   
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According to how the team is built there will be peculiarity in the process and in the team 
dynamics. The main aspects related to team functioning will be explained in the next 

chapter. 
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3. CHAPTER THREE  
 

VIRTUAL TEAM FUNCTIONING AND DYNAMICS 
 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The peculiar nature of virtual teams requires considering many factors that might have an 

impact on team functioning. How virtual team members interact and work together should be 

traced and analysed in order to anticipate problems or have the possibility to drive behaviours 

in the right direction. Precisely, according to a survey of The Economist Intelligence Unit 

Limited (2009) the most important factors that should be clarified and managed for the proper 

team functioning are:  

• Setting clear and achievable goals 

• Let team members meet face to face from time to time, or at least at the beginning 

• Selecting the right team members 

• Possess the right tools 

• Define and appropriate team structure 

• Having a code of conduct 

Some of them have already been defined in the previous stages, such as having clear before 

the selection phase what is the wanted structure and the relations that are between team 

members or knowing which professional and personal characteristics are valuable and 

researched in candidates.   

Other points are defined when the virtual team is formed. For example, in order to foster 

goals accomplishment it is very important to determine a clear definition of the main tasks 

and the activity planning so that members are facilitated in the understanding of which the 

priorities are. Providing team members with guidelines and code of conducts help them in 
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understanding what their actions are supposed to be (Maynard et al., 2012).  

The creation of shared understanding for social norms and communication rules reinforces 

trust and is important for knowledge creation. However, it should be taken into account that 

virtual team members tend to have different perspective and preconceptions due to differences 

and physical distance (Zimmermann, 2011). 

Further topics as trust creation, communication, technological tools, task interdependence and 

team members relationships and leadership are important for the team functioning and thus 

they will better discussed in the following sections.  

 

3.2 Task characteristics  
Task characteristics can strongly influence the situation and the decision making process 

virtual team members need to face (Dundis & Benson, 2003). Different characteristics can 

have an effect on how the team should be structured or on the relationships interfering among 

virtual team members.   

There are many attributes that can classify a task, among the most important is listed the task 

routines (Malhotra & Majchrzak, 2014), the task structure, the task interdependence and the 

task complexity. The task routines is related to how much regular a job is and how much it is 

composed by standard sequence of actions.`  
Task structure is the extent to which team members have clear in mind the work they have to 

perform. It is high when given specified goals; all team members understand how to behave 

and how to accomplish them. On the contrary, task structure is low when goal is vague and 

team members are uncertain about the actions to undertake (Dundis & Benson, 2003).  

Task interdependence is relevant as it affects team processes and ultimately team outcomes. 
This attribute has also a moderating impact on team diversity and team performance, by 

influencing virtual team members’ interactions and coordination. In particular, when task 

interdependence is high, team members need to work at a strict contact and build an intense 

network of interactions because the outcome can be successfully reach only through joint 

effort and participation. It might result difficult at the beginning, however it helps overcoming 

differences more quickly. Differently, when tasks interdependence is low, members do not 

need to work together as the task can be split into several actions which can be performed by 

a single individual and recombined together at the end in order to form the final outcome 
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(Dundis & Benson, 2003). In this case it takes longer to get used to one another diversities as 

well as to develop trust and knowledge sharing (Pinjani & Palvia, 2013).   
If norms and values are well communicated and understood among members, the sense of 

connectedness would increase, turning in higher task interdependence (Verburg et al., 2013). 
Looking at a broader picture, task characteristics combined with the peculiarities of the 

environment in which the virtual team operates, impact of team functioning and give an idea 

of the interactions that will exist among team members. In particular, the combination of the 

different factors generates various level of task complexity.   

The following scheme put in evidence how the interaction works: 

 

 

         Source: Bell and Kozlowski (2002, p.20) in Gibson and Cohen (2003, p.251)  

 

The variants taken into consideration in this model are the task environment, the external 

coupling and the internal coupling, which combined together form various levels of task 

complexity 

The task environment can vary from static to dynamic meaning that members operating in a 

static environment will experience situations that are stable, routine and predictable, with a 

low need for a continuous monitoring. On the contrary, in dynamic environment, situations 

change quickly and there are more uncertainties, that is why it is required to team members to 

communicate more frequently. 
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External coupling express the relationship between the team and its task environment. It can 

be loose or tight, depending on how much the team activities are affected by the occurrence of 

the task environment.  

Internal coupling represents the level of task interdependence among team members.  
By the combination of these three factors, different work structures can take shape: 

• Pooled or additive: each member performs individually an activity. At the end the 

activities are combined together into a finished product; 

•  Sequential: work and activities flow unidirectional from one member to the other; 

• Reciprocal: the structure is the same as the sequential configuration, but the flow of 

information is bidirectional; 

• Intense: this is the most interdependent structure in which team members need to 

collaborate on the activities simultaneously, applying problem solving competences in 

order to accomplish their task.  
Being aware of how different characteristics related to the task and the environment might 

influence work structure can help in properly design the communication. Taking as an 

example a static environment with both internal and external coupling being loose and weak 

and where tasks are performed independently, the use of asynchronous means of 

communication is sufficient and appropriate. On the opposite, if the task complexity is high, 

then members would need to often exchange information and engage in idea generation 

processes, so that in this case it is more appropriate to adopt synchronous means of 

communication (Gibson & Cohen, 2003). 
 

 

3.2.1 The need for coordination depending on task  

Task characteristics require facing the issue of coordination. In fact, coordination is the 

management of dependencies among task activities (Espinosa et al., 2007) and it represent the 

effort that team members put in managing the collective resources and the extent to which 

activities of all team members follow a rational flow and are logically coherent and 

interconnected with one another (Lin et al., 2008).   
The level of coordination needed is a function of the task complexity, indeed, a complex task 

would require a higher need of coordination, which is reached when all the interdependencies 

are well managed and under control, on the contrary, a routine task would not require a big 

effort in organizing activities.  
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According to the specific task, coordination can be carried out mechanically or organically. 
Mechanical coordination may be appropriate in case of routine tasks, when different members 

can work simultaneously on different part of the task without interfering with each other 

work. This would lead to the ability to every team member to predict what another member 

will do. In this case, coordination’s procedures can be defined in advance through plans, 

schedules, manuals and specifications.  
Differently, when the task is more complex members need to coordinate organically by 

exchanging feedback and interact frequently. In such a case, the need of continual and 

unpredictable flow of ideas and information do not allow to set actions in advance because the 

problem solving process can evolve in many directions. (Malhotra & Majchrzak, 2014). 
Coordination’s achievement is facilitated when members: 

• already know each other; 

• know the nature of the task they are going to perform; 

•  are awareness of who is doing what and the architecture of the interactions.  
It is to be said that by interacting over time, team members develop shared knowledge, which 

can be meant in two ways: the long term knowledge and the awareness. 
The first is achieved and reinforced over time through training and experience and this is 

permanent. Differently, awareness depends on the specific situation, thus it changes over 

time. 
However, shared knowledge helps coordination because favourite members to create more 

accurate expectation and explanations about task events and members behaviours (Espinosa et 

al., 2007). 
 

 

3.3 Trust  

Trust is the extent to which a person is confident in and willing to act on the basis of the 

words, actions and decisions of another (Kanawattanachai & Yoo, 2002). In Polzer et al. 
(2006) trust is defined as the willingness of a team member to be vulnerable to the actions of 

his or her teammates on the basis of the expectation that other members will perform actions 

that are important to the trustor.  

Trust is an important factor in team processes as it can increase the level of confidence 

members put in building their relationships and it promote information sharing (Gibson & 
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Cohen, 2003), in fact it is a key ingredient when it comes to forming, developing and 

maintaining collaboration (Newell et al., 2007).   

These considerations make trust very important in virtual teams, where, due to geographical 

distance and members’ heterogeneity, personal connections are less frequent as well as the 

development of tacit knowledge (Newell et al., 2007).    
The creating of trust and social bonds since the early stages of team formation it is relevant in 

order to enhance the communication and collaboration and foster a sense of oneness and 

membership.  A trusting climate favourite  cohesion, commitment and enables the 

development of a new way of thinking which take the benefits of diversity, leaving a part 

conflicts. (Henttonen & Blomqvist, 2005).  

Moreover, a trusting climate would reduce the cost of monitoring (Liu et al., 2008) meant as 

the effort put by team members for monitoring what the others do in order to check that they 

do not make mistakes or they effectively commit to the common project. The antecedents of 

trust are reputation, social similarity and commitment, as well as open and personal 

communication, showing care and concern for the well-being of the others. The first 

impression really matters, especially in a context where stereotypes are likely to be used. In 

fact, if they are not able to gather first hand impressions and getting familiar with people and 

context, it is likely that they will form stereotyped impressions, which may lead to biases.  

(Henttonen & Blomqvist, 2005).  

In the definition of trust provided by Kanawattanachai and Yoo (2002) trust is a construct 

composed by two different foundations: cognitive and affective. Cognitive based trust is 

related to the calculative and rational characteristics demonstrated by the trustee. It is 

developed in the early stages of team formation, suggesting that it is very important to choose 

members which show integrity (Newell et al., 2007) and competence in their functional area 

and able to reach good performance level (Greenberg et al., 2007). Members are more likely 

to trust and be dependent from members who are reliable, responsible and honest. Members 

will trust each other believing that other members will do what he or she declared would have 

done in a timely and professional manner. It is particularly relevant to push on cognitive trust 

if the virtual team is going to exist for a limited period of time.   

Affective based trust involves building social and emotional relationships, meaning that 

members are interested in getting to know others and willing to open themselves to the other 

component of the team. This type of trust relates the capacity of members to care about the 
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well being of each other and the capacity to act beyond profits rationales (Newell et al., 

2007). This is especially important when a virtual team is going to cope for a long or 

indefinite period of time.  

Trust formation can be influenced by the propensity to trust, being open and believe others 

owned by each team members (Greenberg et al., 2007).  

According to Gibson and Cohen (2003), in order to allow trust formation, two conditions are 

necessary: the presence of risk and interdependence. Risk is related to uncertainty and a 

perceived probability of loss. When members start to work with someone they do not know, 

they experience a given level of risk because they do not know how others are going to 

behave. An adequate level of risk can foster trust formation by letting space to other members 

to demonstrate their reliability and trustworthiness.   
The second enabling condition is interdependence, meant as the degree to which one party 

depends on the actions or information of another in order to accomplish work (Gibson & 

Cohen, 2003, p. 64). The development of trust is related to a continuous need for interaction 

and information exchange especially in a virtual and multicultural context characterized by 

diversities and ambiguities (Liu et al., 2008). Social communications such as greetings and 

exchanging personal information are important. The frequent communication would facilitate 

team members collecting evidences about the credibility, reliability and trustworthiness of 

other colleagues.   

Building trust is not easy, especially in a virtual context, however, trust is easy to disrupt in 

fact it may be sufficient a single faulty action to ruin it. When trust is violated members 

experience anger, stress and disappointment and they may not be willing anymore to trust 

others. Lower level of trust will influence the members’ ability to carry out tasks and the level 

of performance (Kanawattanachai & Yoo, 2002). In order to keep under control the negative 

effects and reinstate the previous level of trust, the trust violator should be involved. He or 

she should be aware of what happened, assume responsibilities and reconcile with colleagues 

by sincerely explaining the reasons behind the deviant behaviour (Muethel et al., 2012). Low 

levels of trust would interfere with information flow and may affect the quality of the decision 

taken, as well as decreasing satisfaction and members’ willingness to continue to work with 

the team. (Liu et al., 2008).  
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3.4 Communication  

3.4.1 Type of information  

The information exchanged among team members can be of different nature. In particular 

three type of information are identified and explained in Gibson and Cohen (2003): task, 

social and contextual information.   

Task information relates to how to carry out the task and the alternative way to do it, perform 

an activity or use how to use a tool, as well as giving information about timing and deadlines, 

the status of the work and the resources available to do it.  

Social information is about individuals and their relationships with each other. Information 

about personal goals, personality traits, backgrounds are important to favourite the 

interactions among members.   

Lastly, contextual information concerns the surrounding environment and working 

conditions; in a virtual team there are as many contexts as many different locations. 
Contextual information comprehend, for example, the degree of supervision a member is 

subjected to, the available equipment and technology and their accessibility, cultural norms, 

holidays schedule, office layout as well as local norms and policies. Different locations 

imply different availability and accessibility of technologies, holidays, or standard for 

measurements and these are important details that members should know about.  
Research shows that virtuality has a larger impact on the distribution of contextual 

information than task and social information, in fact there are methods for sharing task and 

social information within the virtual team, while instead, contextual information are taken for 

granted.   

However an effective team should transform unshared information into shared so that 

members can use it while taking decisions and making inferences or evaluations.   
Contextual information are difficult to be shared, mainly because people tend to take for 

granted their work environment and to imagine that other members in other locations 

experience the same conditions as they do. In this way they do not spend time understanding 

which could be the useful information to provide or which questions should ask remote 

members to gather relevant information about their working environment.   

Since virtual team members tend to be very diverse among each other, the information that 

should be shared is more, because comprehend the information about all the personal 

background or about the specific locations and contexts.   

Anyway, for a proper team functioning, the different types of information should be managed 
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separately, for example in order to manage properly the contextual information, it can be 

useful to organize visits to each location, so that members can see and better understand the 

differences in the context, and acquire a special sensibility. 

 

3.4.2 Communication in the early stages of team formation  

A team is not able to leave communication out of consideration, even though it can become a 

difficult and delicate issue especially when talking about virtual teams.   

Communication has to be dealt with carefully because otherwise it might turn into an obstacle 

to the team, rather than helping in reaching the success.   

Leaders should spend time and resources in designing a communication process, starting from 

the very early stages of team formation, however, this effort should not be spent in an 

overcommunication but in defining how to communicate effectively. In fact, the quality and 

the predictability of the communication are more important than the frequency, suggesting 

that communication norms need to be developed. Otherwise member may not be able to 

understand when an issues is important, leaving unattended the relative email (Ferrazzi, 

2012b).  
Tenzer and Pudelko (2016) affirm that overcommunication and the use of different media to 

convey the same message can improve the communication process in case of language 

barriers; in fact, repeating messages through different channels can provide the opportunity 

for a better communication, reducing misunderstandings. This tactic might for example be 

adopted to persuade a member doing something, but it is unlikely to be used if the aim is to 

gather information. However, they agree that overcommunication would lead to an 

information overload, which might induce confusion about the appropriate communication 

protocol to adopt.  

As communication helps creating relationships between members, it can make a difference in 

how team members work together, thus, it is important to be disciplined about the way they 

will communicate.  

The starting point for building such a discipline is to give rhythm to the communications, by 

scheduling regular meetings, sharing the agendas in advance, agreeing on communication 

protocols and  be respect the meetings’ beginning and end (Watkins, 2013).  Scheduling 

regular meetings has been identified to be a best practice in high performing teams as it serves 

as a commitment and helps members communicate and express their effort toward the 
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common goals, showing also the personal contributions (Onpoint Consuilting).  

In order to build effective communication, it is important to have each member of the team 

involved, such a process can take longer time with respect to traditional teams as it is 

necessary to fill the gaps created by the physical distance.   
Members need to become familiar with other’s personal needs, concerns aspirations and 

interests and to be interested in knowing the other team members’ idiosyncrasies such as 

accents, way to express and inappropriate use of vocabulary. Such effort is determinant in 

order to set the stage for a future proper communication, in fact, for example, if members do 

not understand each other’s accent it would be impossible to reach efficacy and efficiency 

during meetings. In turn, if members feels they cannot communicate properly because they 

cannot get in touch or understand each other, they would start feeling frustrated considering 

the necessity to getting things done and the scarce availability of time (Gibson & Cohen, 

2003).   
Discipline about communication is reflected also in determining what the communication 

content should be; in particular from the very beginning some topics should be clarified: 

goals, roles, accountability and reward. These help team member to have an idea about what 

the team does and what will be the future course of actions as well as understand how he or 

she can find his or her place within the team and act accordingly.   
Then the discussion should be focused on clarifying which are the reasonable days and times 

in which the communication can take place, in fact, as members are spread in different 

locations they might encounter different time zones or be subjected to different holiday and 

days off, confrontation about such issues will ensure a proper flow in the communication. 
According to this information, it is important to establish a regular rotation to spread the load 

of uncomfortable meeting time equally.  
Moreover, it should be also clarified how the communication during virtual meetings should 

occur, like limiting background noise or side conversations, as well as listening actively and 

allow everyone to talk and express opinions (Watkins, 2013).  

Further, leaders should evaluate which technologies are available to members in order to 

determine which communication media are appropriate for specific messages and situation. 
This is also a matter of definition of priorities, in this way all members will be aligned about 

the urgency of a specific request (Gibson & Cohen, 2003).   

As of now, it is evident that it is put a greater emphasis on task related communication rather 

that in developing interpersonal relationships (Lin et al., 2008), for this reason it is important 
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to create also a water cooler, especially in the early stages of team formation in order to 

permit people to create and reinforce social bonds. Greenberg et al. (2007)  suggest that 

it can be done through an interview process, according to which a member make an interview 

to another one about personal and professional aspects and then present everything to the rest 

of the team.  

In this way members will have the chance to get to know each other and find out common 

experiences. 

When team members have already started working together, they might start every meeting 

by discussing about what activities they are doing and which of them are going well and what 

instead is more challenging (Watkins, 2013). In this way members have the opportunity to 

understand a working situation through a more emotional lens.  

However, it is recommended in the very first meetings to provide a short presentation of each 

member, saying what is his or her professional background and in which functional area he or 

she is professional of, pointing out which particular expertise him or she posses and why that 

is relevant to the task accomplishment. The leader should evaluate if other things are relevant 

to be communicated, for example if a member has specific characteristics or knowledge 

which might be useful to the rest of the team as well. In addition, if an individual has already 

worked in a virtual context, it should be pointed out.   

Further, if the virtual team will perform activities similar to the one carried out in a traditional 

team, the leader should stress this point in order to underlying process and functioning 

members already knows.  

Communication about personal information is relevant because in this way members will start 

creating their ideas starting from true information and not on false attribution or perceptions 

(Greenberg et al., 2007). Also, members might be kinder in their attributions if the team has a 

strong identity and if the similarities among members are stressed out, this would help the 

team experience less conflicts, behave more cohesively and being more satisfied (Gibson & 

Cohen, 2003).  
Problems in the information sharing process, united with geographical dispersion, complex 

context and uncertainty, might provide fertile ground for wrong attributions. Attribution is a 

process through which members make inferences about a situation. There can be two types of 

attribution: dispositional or situational. The difference is that in the first case the explanation 

of a particular event is assigned to a specific person, in the second, to external factors. The 
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problem in virtual teams is that members do not have enough information to make the correct 

attribution. Wrong attributions often turn into personal attribution and thus the cause of a 

specific situation is assigned to team members even though it is not the case. Making 

dispositional attribution requires less mental energy rather that situational attribution; in this 

second case in fact the person will evaluate all the external factors which might have been the 

root of the problem.  

Wrong attributions and problems in the information sharing process, exacerbate by time and 

physical distance may lead to suboptimal and dysfunctional performance, such as poor 

decision quality, low trust, in group and out group dynamics by location and escalation of 

commitment failures (Gibson & Cohen, 2003).  

 

3.4.2 Information sharing  
Knowledge sharing is the process through the existing knowledge is spread and shared among 

team members and new knowledge is brought into the team from external environment; it 

contributes to team effectiveness by allowing an efficient use of team resources. The result is 

increasing levels of cohesion, satisfaction and motivation. Barriers to knowledge sharing are 

lack of trust, which is exacerbated when communications are not frequent and regulars, time 

constraints and deadlines, especially when members are busy and engaged in “local” on site 

activities, technology constraints, ineffective leadership, cultural differences (Rosen et al., 

2007).    

A new born team in which people do not have much personal information about their peers, 

problems in information sharing might be particularly dangerous. Gibson and Cohen (2003) 

state that in virtual teams the information tends to be more dispersed and this brings more 

challenges and barriers in the information flow. In addition, the physical distance united to the 

scarce communication might cause the creation of subgroups per location as it is less time 

consuming exchanging information for members that can interact face to face.   

They continue defining the importance of the information sharing process for team unity, trust 

creation, reaching team goals and for the prevention from the common knowledge problem or 

biased discussion. This effect implies that members tend to focus the discussion on 

information which is already in common, but if the information properly flows among 

members and locations, the team will benefit from the richer informational base. Moreover, in 

order to ensure that the information flows smoothly, it is important that when one member or 
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a set of members receive a new piece of information, they should determine whether it might 

be useful to share it with other colleagues or if they already have it. If they decide to 

communicate the new information, they need to pick the appropriate means of communication 

and be sure that the message reached the target and that the target understood the message 

correctly. 

The first problems in information sharing might start here: in fact people who possess the 

knowledge might not understand that their colleagues do not have it but would need it. 
Alternatively, if members communicate the information, it is possible that the attempt is a 

failure due to technical errors or because the message was addressed wrongly. The problem in 

this case is that often the failure may go unnoticed. Again, even if the message reaches the 

target, it is not sure that the receiver recognizes the new information.  

Technology has also an impact on the confirmations, meaning that when people have to 

confirm they received a message, doing it face to face is immediate and easy, but doing it by 

writing back a message is time consuming, so people might leave out this action.  
In case of failure in communication or information sharing, it arises the problem of 

interpretation of silence which can have different meaning across cultures or context, in 

particular it can be seen as a sign of agreement, disagreement or even as indifference and lack 

of commitment (Gibson & Cohen, 2003).   

Dealing with silence happens also when people have different ideas about the necessity of 

providing confirmations, it could happen that some members do not find useful to confirm the 

reception of an email or do not confirm the agreement toward a given action. On the other 

side, other members might find natural to receive a kind of feedback; the resulting 

misalignments can create problems in the daily activities so it is important to define at the 

team level a set of rules regarding confirmation and the specific cases in which they are 

necessary or when not.  

Geister et al., (2006) suggest that members should try to build and effective feedback system 

since is very important for reaching a common understanding and improving performance, as 

well as giving members a sense of knowing each other and being informed about the activities 

other members are performing, considering that they cannot physically monitor what others 

are doing. Instituting a team feedback system triggers social comparison processes which 

make increase the overall performances. In fact if the performance level of the various 

members is different and the expected level of performance is not clear, then members will 
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apply social comparison in order to reduce discrepancies, taken as a model the performance 

level of the strongest member.   

They continue by identifying the different types of feedback: outcome feedback that contains 

information concerning performance and process feedback which is about how a job or an 

activity has been performed. In a virtual context, process feedback often does not only include 

task related information but also social and contextual information and it is thought to 

improve interpersonal processes, and thus the overall team performances.   

It is shown that process feedback contributes to increase motivation and satisfaction, 

especially in those virtual teams who lacked these factors in the beginning.  

Feedback are differs also because the source can vary from the individual member, to the 

leader or to the team. According to the source that releases the feedback, it can be more or 

less authoritative.   

Moreover the feedback’s scope can differ, for example it can be used for evaluative or 

developmental matters.   

However, in a virtual team context it is not easy for every member to recognise which specific 

form of feedback is given, because different cultures or context may present different 

assumptions about feedback system.   

A proper information sharing flow is also ensured when the virtual team efficiently balance 

the use of synchronous and asynchronous means of communication in order to improve 

coordination, decision making process and problem solving activities.  Technology is a 

challenging factor for information sharing in virtual teams since it has an impact on the 

easiness and the speed at which member share the information and also because the level of 

social cues that are possible in a face to face interaction, such as vocal tone, loudness, rhythm, 

hesitations and so on, are not possible in technology mediated communication.   

Moreover, when communication is carried out through asynchronous means, people tend to 

leave out many details which instead would have included verbally (Gibson & Cohen, 2003). 
Hopefully, if virtual team members have worked together in the past, this will help them 

making “less lean” electronic media of communication because members already have some 

knowledge about media, context, and can deal with the absence of non verbal cues. (Ganesh 

& Gupta, 2010).  

However, sharing information in a virtual and diverse context is not without challenges and 

messages can be misinterpreted so members should try not to be too harsh, as well as 
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carefully measure sarcasm and humour since they do not translate in the same way across 

cultures (Berry, 2014).   

Understanding what other team members are trying to communicate might not be easy, it is 

useful to check the proper understanding by saying like “Are you saying that..?” or “Do you 

mean..?”, this is especially useful when verbally taking important decisions (Savitz, 2012) 

since the risk of divergent interpretation and misunderstanding is real. In order to eliminate 

ambiguity and further underlying the concept, members should explicitly say “Yes, I mean” 

or “No, I mean” (Watkins, 2013), in this way members will externalize the thought process, 

they will better get to the point so that it is clear to everyone in which direction the 

conversation it is moving and what can be the final output. Of course it is also important to be 

capable of listening without judging and accept different ideas and opinions as well as 

critiques (Savitz, 2012).  

What favourite information sharing is making sure that people can openly communicate and 

express their ideas with no blame attitudes.   
Such attitude is displayed in a sense of psychological safety defined at a team level by the 

organization and by the team leader as the “shared belief about the consequences of 

interpersonal risk-taking” (Cordery & Soo,  2008).  
A psychological safe environment is characterized by members who support and trust each 

other and who show mutual respect. This orientation helps in reducing the risk perception that 

each members feel in participating in a new team as well as in the creation of trust; moreover 

it enables open and spontaneous communication, thanks to the exchange of informal and 

unsolicited information, the no blame attitude and the willingness to talk about differences, 

listen actively and remaining open to other ideas (Gibson & Gibbs, 2006).   

The practices that favourite the creation of psychological safe environment are shown in the 

suspension of judgement in order to stimulate people sharing their contribution and make 

them feel at their ease: colleagues should behave respectfully and be interested as well as 

appreciate the effort. When someone brings a new idea, other members should exploit this 

contribution in a constructive way, by offering suggestions and not critiques and analysing the 

initial point of view by highlighting the good observation and make a counterproposal (Berry, 

2014).   
In particular asking for clarifications and explanations as well as answer quickly, will be 

interpreted as a sign that members are available to listen to each other and they commit to the 
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project (Greenberg et al.,  2007).  

As an example, sharing the work in progress files might not be easy for team members, but it 

could be useful for every member and for team leader to gather information about the 

completeness of the work, the commitment level of each member and if there are problems in 

the execution (Cordery & Soo,  2008), this is possible just if the whole team has the right 

attitude and people are comfortable in sharing personal work.   
 

 

3.4.3 Shared understanding 

Gibson and Cohen (2003) identify shared understanding as an important factor for the proper 

team functioning. Shared understanding helps to anticipate and predict behaviours of the team 

members, enabling other members to make assumption, being aware of what activities have 

been performed and what will be the next moves, with no need of constant monitoring. In 

order to foster the predictability it is useful to clarify members why they are involved in the 

team, what are the goals and the activities to be accomplished and how they can contribute, as 

well as what is expected from them. (Savitz, 2012).  
If members learn together and develop mutual and consistent expectations, the result will be 

less resources spent in the sense that members will be more coordinated, higher performance 

thanks to an increased participation and cooperation during meetings (Savitz, 2012), better 

members’ satisfaction, less conflicts and frustration.   

Gibson & Cohen (2003) continue listing the factors that facilitate and impede the creation of 

shared understanding.   

Among the factors that make easier the development of shared understanding there is having 

similar backgrounds or sharing common experiences, as well as communicate frequently, 

receiving and giving feedbacks and develop team spirit.  This means that the longer teams 

have been working together, the easier should be to get to know each other and develop the 

communication process. Thus, it is relevant to know if members have already worked 

together and try to ensure continuity to the team. In fact, although virtual team are dynamic 

structures and the often have fluctuating membership and high turnover (Cordery & Soo, 

2008) a stable and consistent team membership will help the team being more effective and 

performing (Onpoint Consulting). A higher turnover will make more difficult to create team 

spirit, shared understanding and team learning.   

On the other side, one of the factors that can be detrimental to shared understanding is 
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diversity, due to the fact that people from different ethnicity or educational background tend 

to view things differently and have different perspectives or ideas and so creating a common 

ground might be more difficult. Also, geographic distance may foster an inefficient and 

insufficient flow of information, based only on formal, planned and opportunistic interactions. 
Engaging in communication is very important for this matter but when the team has cultural 

and language differences, team members should be open minded and focus of the beauty of 

building something together rather than pointing out the possible grammar errors or odd 

behaviours (Berry, 2014).  

Further, the contextual differences related to different work, geographical environment, 

technologies and cultures may negatively influence the creation of shared understanding by 

slowing communications and increasing conflicts.  

 

3.5 Conflict  
Conflict is a dimension of group interaction processes and it can be defined as disagreements 

among group members that stem from perceived incompatibilities or discrepant views and 

goals (Polzer et al., 2006).   

Conflict may arise because of different causes, it may be superficial or deeply-rooted, involve 

only few team members or be more scattered. According to the specific characteristics of the 

conflict in place, the implication for the team functioning are different and it should be 

approached and solved differently.   

Gibson and Cohen (2003) state that a given level of conflict within teams creates benefits by 

fostering discussion, confrontation and avoid groupthink and so improving the decision 

making process. However, not all conflicts bring these kinds of benefits, and at this matter 

they define three types of conflict: relationship conflict, task conflict and process conflict.
   

Relationship conflict arises from differences in personality, which may create hostilities and 

annoyance among members. When members experience this situation they are distracted by 

the task and they are less willing to cooperate and work together. This type of conflict has a 

negative effect on team performance, members’ satisfaction and the likelihood team members 

will be willing to work together again in the future.  
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Task conflict is in place when members have different viewpoints about team’s task or 

activities. If members do not agree on how a specific task should be performed, then they 

could talk about it and get to an agreement. This is why moderate level of task conflict can 

create benefits to team performances and improve decision making process.  

Process conflict comprehends disagreements on how to do a task or divide resources. This 

type of conflict is detrimental to team performance because do not allow team members focus 

on relevant topics or to the global picture but they argue on small part of processes.   

 

In order to undertake the proper corrective measures it is important to understand what type of 

conflicts virtual team members are experiencing which is not always easy as they might 

misperceive the reason of the conflict or even not be aware that a conflict is in place. Such a 

situation often happens in newly formed teams in which there is a high level of diversity 

fostering a high complexity to be managed and different perspectives to be integrated.   

Moreover it should be taken into account that conflict avoidance is typical of many cultures 

and this attitude is very corrosive.  

From a leadership point of view, organization and managers should invest resources in 

helping team members detecting and managing conflicts as it can increase trust, respect and 

intimacy with each other (Ferrazzi, 2012a).  

 

3.5.1 Social categorization triggers conflicts  

The tendency to formulate in-group and out-groups results in the self categorization process 

which means preferring the presence of members with similar characteristics while isolating 

the ones much diverse (Garrison et al., 2010).  This is particularly true when a virtual team is 

new born and people know little about each other and do not have the evidence of objective 

facts and thus they start make wrong assumptions which can lead to misinterpretation  

(Govindarajan & Gupta, 2001).  

In Polzer et al (2006) is stated that interaction between subgroups may cause initial contrasts 

making team members be even more identified with their subgroup, making vain the efforts 

for common vision and unity. The study analyses the effect of colocation as a parameter for 

self categorization: in particular, being in the same location can make people more willing to 

cooperate with the colocated members and form better relationships, by for example splitting 

tasks or it is communicate easily. The negative effects of colocation are at their maximum 
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when a virtual team is constituted of two colocated subgroups both internally homogeneous 

with respect to nationality; such a structure creates more conflict and less trust than fully 

dispersed teams.  

Social categorization is a process put in place in order to divide people into in-group and out 

group according to feelings of similarity and dissimilarity (Triana et al., 2012). This happens 

when a team is not homogeneous and members can categorize themselves according to one or 

more attribute (Polzer et al., 2006). Differences are usually at the surface level and the most 

common are age, gender, race, organizational membership; these differences help team 

members to develop self-identity.   

Newell et al. (2007) suggest that this process of can be detrimental when it triggers 

stereotypes and excludes members of minority whom would feel isolated and ignored. If this 

tendency is not kept under control, team members would create subgroups and start using the 

logic of “us vs. them” creating then intergroup conflicts. In particular, they identify three 

types of interactions that might occur when there are subgroups within a virtual team:  

 
Intergroup conflict occurs especially when members start working together for the first time 

and they do not feel part of the same entity, so they do not work together and support each 

other in order to reach the team’s goals. When there is not trust, people tend to judge people 

through an in – out group lens. Distinctions and wrong perceptions may arise and be 

exaggerated, leading to finger-pointing and low communication or understanding the other 

frame of reference or point of view, which make worse the information sharing. In order to 

solve the situation it is important to pay attention to how members within the group interact 

with the ones out of the group, ad creates opportunities for discussion: information sharing is 

the starting point for the development of collaboration (Gibson & Cohen, 2003).  
When collective collaboration is reached, people will be more prudent before blaming and 

Us versus
Them

You 
versus I We

Intergroup conflict Collective Collaboration Interpersonal Collaboration 
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accusing a member of a transgression. The “We” phase can be reached by creating social 

bonds which help achieving shared reciprocity and in the end a more quickly problems 

handling. (Newell et al., 2007).   

In particular three steps are identified by Gibson and Cohen (2003) for this matter, first, 

members have to gather together and share their diverse ideas, experiences and knowledge. 

Then the different inputs need to be put together and integrated in order to create a proper fit.
  

In the last phase, it is important that all the team members participate and interact with each 

other by using as inputs for the conversation the integrated ideas collected and they provide 

feedback in order to favourite the creation of synergies.  

The milestones necessary to collaboration is a clear and open communication, the presence of 

trust among team members and the development of shared understanding regarding team 

goals and tasks. A lack in collaboration will be detected especially during meetings, when 

people will make turn inefficient the time. This situation is exacerbated by the fact that time is 

a limited resource and members are reluctant to invest extra time, especially because they are 

often overloaded with work because of their parallel roles offline or in other virtual teams.
  

Work overload has a negative effect on the effort members put in participation and 

communication, however, effective collaboration can be created only if members dedicate 

time to the other members by exploring and deal with different cultures, considering the 

different assumptions and beliefs of each one. The lack of collaboration will start a circle of 

misunderstandings and frustration.  

 

It is possible to fight social categorization by developing inclusion which is defined in Triana 

et al.   

(2012) as the extent to which individual feel involved in the team and able to influence team 

decision making. They identify that also team identity is related to inclusion and that the 

underdevelopment of both of them can have negative effects on team member’s actions. 
  

In particular their focus is on minorities and on the importance that those members feel 

accepted and at their ease by participating and contributing to team discussion as well, so that 

he or she can feel that the final outcome was also fruit of his or her contribution.   
Although in the literature it is said that having preliminary face to face meetings is 
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recommended in order to allow members getting to know each others, in case of a virtual 

team with members belonging to minorities this might not be the best practice.   

In fact, when a virtual team gather together for the first time, rules and norms are formed or 

naturally emerge from the interactions of team members and once they have emerged, they 

influence the way team members behave within the team.  When a team is diverse, in the first 

face to face meeting minority members might not express their opinions and ideas, and thus 

they would not concur in establishing the rules of the game. In such a situation, having 

preliminary computer mediated communications might give the chance to everyone to express 

themselves.  

 

3.6 Leadership  

Leading a virtual team is a challenge, the designated person will have to organize the 

interactions among people with linguistic, cultural and functional differences operating in a 

situation that lack of geographical proximity. The capacity of a leader to overcome barriers to 

communication and favourite trust creation among members by applying conflict resolution 

abilities and integration skills is crucial for the goals’ accomplishment (Govindarajan & 

Gupta, 2001).   

A leader can make a difference in virtual team functioning. In fact, he or she can positively 

influence team effectiveness and efficiency, by adequately distribute tasks to the competent 

members, by setting clear goals, roles and responsibilities. It is relevant to clarify how the 

task is designed and what are the detailed processes needed to complete it (Watkins, 2013) 
because role ambiguity and unclear role expectations may cause stress and may lead to biased 

behaviours such as free riding and unwillingness to put effort to the team’s activities. 

(Zimmermann, 2011).  

A leader should also provide guidance, motivation and should promote interpersonal 

relationships among team members in order to create cohesion and synergies (Gibson & 

Cohen, 2003). In order to motivate and guide members at best, leaders should find out what 

team members care the most, so that they can choose the most appropriate individual 

messages able to increase satisfaction and appreciation (Savitz, 2012).  

A direct relationship between the leader and the team members would make people more 

accountable and might give the opportunity to team members to ask for clarifications, making 

them more satisfied.  
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Virtual team leader has the power to keep under control the free riding problem which may 

affect the team, mining its success. In order to do so, a leader should provide quantifiable 

objectives and milestones in order to foster accountability, both at individual, subgroup and 

team level. It will make easier to understand if everyone is contributing to the team activities 

or if some members are reducing commitment (Onpoint Consulting). If such a situation is 

detected in time, the leader, using his or her conflict resolution skills (Govindarajan & Gupta, 

2001), may directly ask to non participating members for their contributions (Greenberg et 

al., 2007). However it should be kept into account that milestones are a useful tool for 

tracking commitment, it should not be used to oversight team members’ work as it would 

cause a loss in motivation (Watkins, 2013).  
On the other side, when milestones and short terms objectives are met, the leader should 

recognize individual contributions in order to increase team identity and foster commitment 

and participation (Greenberg et al., 2007).  
However, in order to better accomplish his or her tasks, a leader need to gain the trust of the 

team members. Three types of trust are categorized in Gibson and Cohen (2003), in 

particular: 

 Role performance trust; 

 Altruistic behaviour; 

 Affective bond trust. 

The first type of trust is related to the fact that a team leader has to be an expert and 

demonstrate the right competences and skills in order to perform the necessary actions to 

reach team goals. The altruistic behaviour is reached when a leader can properly demonstrate 

his or her virtual team members that he or she will act for the good of the team, even if this 

means overshadowing self interests. This is related to ethical integrity, reliability, consistency 

and experience, relevant characteristics that allow members to consider the leader 

trustworthy.   

The last component of trust is about the ability to build friendship bonds and long term 

relationships.  
This is particularly important as, among team leader’s tasks, there is also the support for 

developing interactions and communications among virtual team members. The aim is to 

encourage non task related communication, in order to create social bonds, keeping into 

account that in a virtual context it takes longer than in traditional teams (Greenberg et al., 
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2007).  
Keeping into account that virtual teams have different timing with respect to traditional teams, 

and thus it may take longer for developing trust, social bonds or collaboration among team 

members, it is important that the leader monitors the activities and revises the process if 

things are not moving in the right directions (Onpoint Consulting) and applies adjustments 

when needed (Watkins, 2013).  

However, the presence of a virtual team leader is not always the rule. In fact, due to 

specificity in the team’s structure, a leader might not be appointed making all the virtual team 

members equally responsible for the team outcomes and performance. That is why is relevant 

that all the virtual team members possess self management skills.   
In such a situation, Gibson and Cohen (2003) suggest that a leader may emerge spontaneously 

during the daily interactions. An emergent leader is a person who is skilled in facilitating 

others’ work and motivates them, and he or she can do it through written word. He or she is 

able to engage in effective communication and provide clarifications about tasks and 

activities. Having an emergent leader would allow a given level of supervision which turns in 

better processes and team functioning, as well as facilitating trust creation. 

 

3.7 Context  
In 1999, NASA sent a Mars orbiter into space, but the launch was not a success: it exploded, 

causing a loss of hundreds of dollars. The team who was working on the project was a virtual 

team communicating mainly via emails and spread across two locations: California and 

Colorado. The project failed because they did not realised they were using different metric 

units, so all the calculations and measurements were biased. They made assumptions and took 

for granted that they were aligned about basic aspects, but they did not consider contextual 

differences. The root of the problem was found in the unstructured communication process 

and in the assumption that the two subteams were sharing the same context and language (The 

Economist Intelligence Unit Limited, 2009).  

In Gibson and Cohen (2003, p. 354), context is defined as a way of life and work in a specific 

geographical area with its own set of business conditions, cultural assumptions and unique 

history. [..]Context is fixed to a geographical location with a way of life and work embedded 

in a cultural and historical tradition and is very slow to change.  
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Virtual teams are characterized by people working from different locations, so it is likely that 

different contexts are represented within the same team. Context adds complexity to the 

virtual team functioning and it might have an impact on its effectiveness, too.   

Bjørn and Ngwenyama (2009) suggest that diversities in context can be recognised in three 

categories: the lifeworld, the organizational structures and the work practice.  
The lifeworld comprehend experiences, beliefs and values that people use in order to guide 

their behaviours in the interaction process. These are unarticulated, tacit and taken for 

granted.  
Differently, the organizational structures are explicit, articulated and visible; they comprehend 

policies, norms, ritual and pattern of behaviour. Lastly, the work practice is related to 

language, norms and practices specific to a profession. The meaning assigned to symbols and 

words is different across contexts.    

Moreover, different contexts cause also a difference in holidays, calendars and working hours 

and days. This is because they are based on religions and traditions which differ all around the 

world (Olson & Olson, 2003).  
Further, people in different context may have different physical infrastructures, meant as 

technological base and as accessibility to technologies. These differences relate the various 

electronical power or cable types from a location to another one, or the restrictions to the use 

of some technologies, due for example to different organizational or national policies or to 

prohibitive costs of such technologies.   

A different technology base may create problems in communication: different settings of 

security firewalls may recognise as potential viruses some specific file extension, in this way 

the emails attachment may never reach the target.   

Or again if a member works with an obsolete technology, or an obsolete version of the same 

software, his or her efforts may be vain, and if the other members are not aware of it, they 

may interpret it as a lack of effort in the project.  

Contextual differences have an impact on the type of pressure received by superior who in 

turn may influence the way members conduct their activities and relate to other peers.  
As virtual teams also work through different time zone, they may encounter difficulties in 

setting videoconference calls. Often, video conferences are set outside the regular working 

hours. However, given contextual differences, members may deal with different policies 

about pass codes, security settings, or parking restrictions (Gibson & Cohen, 2003).  
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All the little incompatibilities aforementioned may create frustration as well as slow the work 

path. That is why contextual differences should be reshaped, adapted and integrated according 

to the emerging needs and the social interactions put in place by the virtual team members. 
Integration is the process of coordinating separate people into a balanced whole that 

produces behaviour compatible with the complexity of the team’s environment (Gibson & 

Cohen, 2003, p.355).  
When dealing with multiple contexts, members should engage in transparent communication 

and do not make assumptions or take things for granted: better to double check and ask for 

clarifications even for the most basic issue. (The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited, 2009). 
In order to allow members to get to know each other context, they should be encouraged to 

share information about their backgrounds and their working locations. However, as members 

are working at a distance, in order to make more effective and easy to imagine, members 

could make video tours (Ferrazzi, 2014) or whenever possible, they should physically visit 

other members’ locations. (Rosen et al., 2007).   

A better understanding of different context would facilitate coordination, as well as unify the 

expectations about accessibility and communication practices (Malhotra & Majchrzak, 2014). 
 

3.8 Technology in virtual teams’ communications  

Virtual teams are composed by members who perform their activities from different locations, 

far from each other. It is recommended, at least once in the early stages of team formation, 

that members meet face to face (Onpoint Consulting), as it helps them to memorize faces and 

voices and it contribute to trust formation and the development of relationships (Watkins, 

2013).   
However, for most of the time, communications among team members are carried out through 

computer mediated means of communication, depending also on the degree of dispersion the 

virtual team is subjected to and on the type of task the team carries on. The reliance on ICT is 

defined in Malhotra and Majchrzak (2014) as the extensive and exclusive use of ICT to 

manage individual interdependencies and information flows in order to achieve the team’s 

common goal. The degree of reliance of ICT changes from virtual team to virtual team; 

however, it should be defined in advanced before the team starts working.   

An exclusive dependence on technology mediate communications may have negative effects 

on team performance; this is because it creates barriers to shared understanding or 
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spontaneous communication as well as to the generation of common ground, cohesion and 

collaboration. This is due to the fact that, as it is faster talking than typing, members would 

leave details out and oversimplify communication. Moreover through computer mediated 

communications it is not possible to observe body language and facial expression. Given 

these complications, the likelihood of conflicts would also increase.   

Moreover, it should be taken into account that the decision making process through computer 

mediated communications takes longer than face to face, because feedback are not immediate 

(Cappel & Windsor, 2000).   

Indeed, the whole reliance on ICT may bring advantages such as lower travel costs or the 

available knowledge at any time and place, with no need to wait for face to face meeting in 

order to take decisions.  

Additionally, due to cultural differences, people may be more comfortable using computer 

mediated communication as they feel freer to express their ideas and speak without being 

interrupted, increasing the ability to gather more points of view (Cappel & Windsor, 2000) 

and thus take decisions while evaluating different perspectives.  

According to a survey (The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited, 2009) the ranking of the 

most used communication tools in virtual teams are: 

 Emails 

 Telephone 

 Videoconference 

 Virtual meeting space 

 Shared calendar 

 Instant messaging 

Each type of communication tool has pros and cons, the aim is to understand which one are 

the most suitable for a virtual team, taking into account its specific structure and task 

characteristics. Information and communication technologies in fact, can be positively related 

to team performance if they can serve the team’s coordination needs (Malhotra & Majchrzak, 

2014). 
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3.8.1 Media of communication: an evaluation  

Various means of communication serve different needs and can be used in different situations, 

according to the nature of the message to be conveyed, to the level of urgency and also to the 

characteristics of the virtual team.  

Moreover, the choice of the media the virtual team is going to utilise depends also on the type 

of task carried out by the team. This means that the technologies used depend on the level of 

task complexity and on its routine that is why the team will need different media of 

communication to properly accomplish the goals. In case of complex task, the team will need 

technologies that allow confrontation, generation of ideas and negotiation, while in case of a 

simpler task; relevant technologies are the ones that allow proper information sharing in order 

to make everyone updated.  

Additionally when choosing the media of communication the team will utilize, it should be 

taken into account the individual preferences and the extent to which the individual feel 

comfortable in using such a tools. According to differences in culture and contexts, team 

members may have different preferences and according to demographical differences in age 

(Tenzer & Pudelko, 2016) or functional background, members may display different 

proficiency levels with regards to different media of communication (Duranti & de Almeida 

2012) and might consider some of them too advanced and difficult to use.   

In order to reach a correct team functioning and an effective information sharing, the aim is to 

choose tools that members are comfortable with and are willing to exploit at best, so that in 

the end the can fully express themselves (Shrm Foundation 2014).  Doing that is not an easy 

or automatic task; in fact there is not a solution which fits all the virtual teams as each one has 

to be assessed specifically.   

However, Mortesen and O’Leary (2012) provide some guidelines, in particular, they affirm 

that the right technology should satisfy three criteria: simplicity, reliability and accessibility. 
The first criteria stands for underlying the importance of choosing a medium which is easy to 

use so that the attention of the virtual team member can be devoted only to the message to be 

conveyed. At the same time, it is important that members trust the medium they are using, 

without worrying and wondering if the message reached the target. Moreover, due to 

geographical distance, the technology chosen should be accessible by everyone in the team, 

even though the person is travelling. Accessibility also translates in the necessity to provide 

all virtual team members with the same systems and the same settings, in order to avoid 
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distinctions which may be perceived as if within the team there are “first-class” and “second-

class” members (Watkins, 2013).  

The right technologies are not always the newest or the ones with more features, in particular 

there are pros and cons linked to each media of communication and it changes for every 

virtual team.   

 

3.8.2 Characteristics of media of communication    

Media of communication can be divided into two broad categories: synchronous and 

asynchronous. The difference is in the moment the communication occurs: synchronicity 

implies that people interact in the same moment, whereas asynchronicity implies a delayed 

communication.  
Synchronous means of communication comprehend the ones that allow natural speech and 

high transmission velocity (Tenzer & Pudelko, 2016) in this way, such media allow members 

to communicate in real time and thus they may help members getting to know ach others 

quicker. According to Duranti and de Almeida (2012) synchronous means are for example 

chat and instant messaging, audio and video conference or phone. Some of these only permit 

one to one communication whereas some others allow group communications, with more than 

two members interacting at the same time. Moreover, for some of them, such as 

videoconference, it is necessary a preliminary planning phase, in order to find a day and an 

hour in which every member of the team is available, given the time constraint due to time 

gaps relative to different locations.   
In addition, the use of video conference should be a thoughtful choice especially in virtual 

teams where people are characterised by different culture, gender and language (The 

Economist Intelligence Unit Limited, 2009).  

However, the use of instant messaging, chat, electronic whiteboard or other synchronous 

application sharing fosters the collaboration and the perception of closeness among team 

members as they have the possibility to contact other distant members. Such means of 

communication also favourite the frequency and spontaneity of collaboration and the 

possibility to ask for clarifications and getting quick feedback (Malhotra & Majchrzak, 2014). 
In particular, the use of electronic whiteboards for taking notes during meetings may help 

members to follow and correct errors or discuss in real time about misinterpretations, 

resulting in avoid false consensus and reach more democratic and thoughtful decisions 
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(Ferrazzi, 2012a).  

Asynchronous means of communication are emails, web pages, discussion forum or intranet 

platforms. The information conveyed through these tools can be processed by members at 

different time and with the speed they find appropriate, that is why these tools are appropriate 

for sharing documents or big amount of data. Moreover, the development of online discussion 

forum and shared virtual workspace may serve as a way to keep every member updated and 

aligned on the most important task related information as well as on the most salient issues 

and problems (Ferrazzi, 2012a).   

Asynchronous tools are widely used in virtual teams as they offer a simple and easy way to 

interact even though such an off line communication may hinder and delay the development 

of mutual understanding (Tenzer & Pudelko, 2016). In order to further understand how virtual 

teams use different media of communication, it is useful refer to the media richness theory 

described in Duranti and de Almeida (2012). This theory has three aspects that help 

classifying a media of communication: richness, interactivity and social presence. Richness is 

the media capacity to convey verbal and non verbal stimulus and facilitate shared 

understanding. The richest media of communication possible, according to this statement, is 

the face to face interaction, as it enables people to be together, talk and observing in real time 

reactions, body language and facial expressions.  

For what concern interactivity, this measures the speed at which the feedback can occur: a 

synchronous mean of communication will have a higher level of interactivity with respect to 

an asynchronous mean.   

Social presence is the degree of proximity the participants perceive, asynchronous means such 

as emails or telephone, often lack of naturalness and do not allow social cues  

Interacting face to face allows team members to convey much more information than 

asynchronously:  for example email or telephone which are often said to be less effective 

because of the lack of naturalness which turns in a increasing effort for conveying information 

properly (Tan, et al., 2012).   

According to media richness theory, the organization’s success is determined by the ability to 

properly process information and assign the appropriate means of communication to a given 

message. In particular the media of communication chosen should be able to balance the 

richness needed and the task’s characteristics. The aim is to reduce the uncertainty and 

equivocality related to the information transferred, in order to face situations in which there is 

a lack of information or the information available is unclear, ambiguous and may be subjected 
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to different interpretations (Lin et al., 2008). It is argued that for uncertain tasks leaner media 

are a better solution, whereas for a more equivocal tasks richer media better fit.   

Media richness facilitates the exchange of information and the creation of social cues as well 

as the possibility to have immediate feedback and clarifications and convey greater social 

presence (Tan, et al., 2012).  

A different opinion about this theory is stated by Chong et al. (2012), they sustain that it is not 

straightforward that being colocated or using rich media of communication such as 

videoconference calls foster information sharing. In fact virtual teams are usually composed 

by people very different from each other according to demographical factors or background. 
The psychological distance that results from their interactions could mitigate the good effect 

of colocation, making communication less constructive and inhibiting critical information 

sharing.   

Virtual teams use a combination of synchronous and asynchronous means of communication, 

depending on the type of task they need to accomplish, or the technology they have. For an 

effective communication, the different communication tools should be combined properly in a 

way that they contribute to each other effectiveness.   

For example, in order to foster a better participation of members during videoconferences, it 

might be useful to provide in advance the material and slides that will be discussed during the 

meeting in order to allow members to come prepared and facilitate those members who are 

not native English speakers (Shrm Foundation 2015).   

The proportion of reliance on synchronous and asynchronous means of communication 

depends also on the dispersion in terms of time, the team is subjected to.   
Time dispersion influences team dynamics by reducing the time available for planning 

synchronous communication. Moreover, each virtual team member may be subjected to 

different local pressure or organizational policy which might prohibit meeting outside the 

normal workday. This means that meetings will necessarily be during the workday and those 

members will be subjected to a work overload, with the risk to reduce the effort put in the 

virtual team, such as in the asynchronous preparation for the meetings.  

If members do not come prepared to the meetings, there will be a waste of time at the 

beginning of the meeting in revising the material as well as a loss of motivation and 

commitment to the team activities.  

Members who spent time getting ready for a meeting may not willing to do it anymore and 
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they may reduce effort and attention, arriving purposely late at the meetings or be with their 

mind somewhere else and doing other things related to local tasks. The result will be time 

spent in organizing ineffective synchronous communication due to the fact that people do not 

fully contribute as they are distracted and do not collaborate (Gibson & Cohen, 2003).  

 

3.9 Conclusion 

The aim of this chapter was to provide an overview on all the factors that have an impact on 

virtual team functioning. Such drivers need to be known by leaders and organizations as well 

as by team members so that they have instruments to assess the situation, behave accordingly 

and adopt best practices. In order to manage a virtual team it is important to properly mix all 

the relevant factors so that members can put effort in creating a proper fit.    

What emerge from the literature is that a potential issue deriving from virtual work is related 

to communication, coordination, difficulty to create trust and relationships and the likelihood 

of greater level of conflicts (Siebdrat et al, 2009).   

In fact, if a work environment is characterised by people coming from different locations, 

cultures and talking various languages, such a diversity, combined with the high reliance on 

technology, can inhibit communication, the development of shared understanding and the 

creation of trust, with a detrimental effect on team performance.   

These problems can be overcome only with the creation of social bonds that help enhance 

cohesion, trust and satisfaction (Lin et al., 2008), it should taken into account that in a virtual 

context, building such relationships requires longer time (Garrison et al., 2010) with respect 

to traditional teams.  

In fact, communication in virtual teams is not a natural process; virtuality requires 

communication being more explicit because members do not benefit from the physical 

presence, and thus cannot observe and guess conclusions based on the body language, such as 

nods of assent, eyes rolling or head shaking expressing disagreement (Greenberg et al., 2007).
  

Aside from all the complications communication brings, leaders should encourage frequent 

interactions, so that members get to know each other idiosyncrasies, create trust, help 

cooperation and limits conflicts and misunderstanding. When relationships are built, members 

will feel more obliged to perform their task at best and when required, as well as help others 

when needed and commit to the team objective (Gibson & Cohen, 2003).  
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4. CHAPTER FOUR  
 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 

 

4.1 Performance in virtual teams 
Performance appraisal is necessary in order to determine if a team reached successfully its 

goals and if its actions were effective; it is a managerial instrument needed by leaders and all 

team members in order to have a feedback over each one’s behaviours. In this way it is 

possible to understand, in case of negative outcome, if something went wrong and how to 

change it in the future.  

In a traditional team, leaders and participants are sit desk to desk, so they are able to observe 

much of the work done by their peers and subordinates; in this case the evaluation can be 

carried out on the outcome such as attendance, perceptions’ of effort, cooperation and 

collaboration (Gibson & Cohen, 2003).   

It is also to be taken into account that in such a setting, judgements is carried out among 

people coming from similar organizations and cultures.  

This reasoning does not stand when talking about virtual context; in virtual teams the 

performance evaluation does not only include the assessment of individual contribution, but it 

is a wider concept related to the contribution of the single member to team performance such 

as his or her adaptability to a new and changing work setting, his or her ability to acquire and 

share knowledge and information given the difficulties created by time gap, physical distance 

and technology mediated communication.  

When designing a performance evaluation model, it is an appropriate to link the performance 

measures to the overall strategy of the company as well as to the desired outcomes for the 

team. Moreover, it should be determined from the beginning what, how, why and when to 

carry out the assessment process (Gibson & Cohen, 2003).  
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Measuring individual contribution in a virtual setting it is not easy and the criteria assessed 

need to be explicit and determinable. Gibson and Cohen (2003) provide some example of the 

different dimension of outcomes virtual team leaders might consider: team, individual and 

process. 

Team outcomes are related to variables like quality, quantity, creativity, cost and timeliness of 

team’s deliverables as well as customer satisfaction, new product development status, new 

customers identified and new revenues generated.   

Individual outcomes consider the same measures analysed for the team outcome but assessed 

at the individual level in order to understand what were the contribution of each team member 

to the overall performances; this is relevant to verify if the team member met the personal 

deadlines or targets and how this is linked to the participation to the team’s life.   
In a virtual environment the individual participation can be evaluated by using the electronic 

repository in order to record the frequency and richness of the interventions.   

Financial indicators are part of the outcomes measures, however, it is important not to invest 

too much attention on them because they show an incomplete picture of the virtual team 

functioning as they refers to past performances and they do not provide any insights on future 

potential or problems (Kaplan & Norton, 1992).  

Results measures, such as market share, inventory and costs provide an overview of how the 

company is performing but no insights regarding the path and the actions undertaken to get 

there or the future actions to adopt next. Moreover they are usually defined within a function 

and so it is not possible to monitor what happens across functions (Meyer, 1994).  

These factors can be taken into consideration in order to have an overall picture of how the 

team performed in relation with the task and the final goals.   

Leaders should not choose between financial and operational measures, in fact a single set of 

measures cannot provide a clear vision on performance and there is the risk to focus only on a 

given area, whereas it is necessary to have an overview on more than one simultaneously 
(Kaplan & Norton, 1992). 

Differently, process measures monitor the task and the activities that produce a specific result 

throughout the organization. Such measures provide a more complete view and are 

appropriate to check the performance when projects within the organization are carried out 

with the help of cross functional teams. Such cross functional teams do not have boundaries 
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within the organization and so in order to track their effectiveness it is necessary to span 

different areas (Meyer, 1994). 

The variables related to the process can be identified taking into account for example the 

extent to which an individual is able to solve conflicts, or the timeliness in which he or she 

could provide useful and on time information as well as the willingness to help colleagues 

when assistance was needed.  
Process measures include the monitoring of team morale, the system utilization and its 

availability. Moreover, since it is difficult to observe how team members are interacting with 

each other, it can be useful to investigate the information sharing, collaboration and the level 

of satisfaction of each member; good indicators can be the extent to which a team member 

uses his or her expertise in the appropriate way, what is the level of conflict or if a member 

personal contributions add value and knowledge and contribute to the team learning (Gibson 

and Cohen, 2003).  

 

The definition of an effective performance measurement system is an articulated process, in 

which different variables need to be taken into account, Meyer (1994) provides four 

guidelines on this topic. 

First it is important that the measurement system is tailored on the team’s needs as it should 

serve as a feedback system from which understands the corrective actions needed. So, 

measures should not be chosen by top management only, in particular because virtual teams 

often have not a leader or the relationships among team leader and members could be 

sporadic, meaning that each member is empowered to identify problems and propose a 

solution in order to get aligned with the target objectives and performances.  

Defining the performance measurement system should be a joint effort between the top 

management and the team. The first should define the strategic goals and ensure each team 

has the proper training needed to devise its own measures, the latter should provide 

information about the most significant measures that should be monitored. Also they should 

jointly define the modes and timing relevant for reviewing performances and measurement 

system 

The other factor to be taken into account is that the measurement system designed should be 

consistent and aligned with the company strategy. Ideally a team’s work should perform small 
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tasks and activities in order to support the general company’s objectives.   
When defining the measurement system it is important to be very explicit about the attribution 

of roles and goals as well as in the description of objectives in order to avoid doubts and 

misunderstandings. In particular such objectives should be written down in order to start 

working having in mind a common language that reduces and preferably eliminates the risk of 

divergent interpretation.  
If the performance measurement system is actively defined by a team, its members put effort 

in creating a common language and this helps sharing and understanding the goals and the 

objectives. Moreover in this way it gets easier to identify the relevant capabilities and task 

needed to complete the job.    

Thirdly, since virtual teams are often cross functional, they need to pick, along with 

traditional result measures, measures that span different function and serve to monitor all the 

different phases of value creation. Such indicators are more dynamic and help leaders and 

teams to observe activities and capabilities needed to reach a given result and thus, it is easier 

to observe what could be the corrective actions to improve the performances.  

In the end, key performance indicators should be limited in their numbers, in order to ensure 

members spend too much time scrutinizing them and lose the focus on the other daily 

activities. Moreover, performance measures should not be static in time, but they should be 

revised periodically in order to assess whether the indicators are still relevant. It is important 

that the performance measurement system changes along with changes in the organization, 

otherwise, measures are not useful to interpret how the company is performing.  

 

4.2 Making evaluations and self evaluations 
Feedback from others and job observation are important in order to improve one’s job 

performance. They are usually part of the performance evaluation process and so, every 

definite period of time, members get their performance assessed (Atwater et al., 1995). 
Since leaders cannot directly observe subordinates, it is much difficult to provide an 

evaluation on how the person behaved in the team and how much his or her contribution was 

valuable; for this reason it is necessary to have further sources for performance evaluation.  
A team leader should design the performance evaluation process using different means for the 

assessment in order to get a general overview and have more data to draw his or her opinion.  
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Such sources can be self evaluation, evaluation from peers or evaluation from other 

stakeholders linked to the team.   

It should be taken into consideration that these sources can be subjected to biases, in 

particular they can differ from the same type of ratings performed in a face to face team 
(Gibson & Cohen, 2003). 

Diverse rating sources can release different evaluations as individuals have a significantly 

different view of their own job than the one retained by other members and so it is likely that 

the self evaluation can differ from the feedback received by others (Atwater et al., 1995).  
In particular, it is stated in Gibson and Cohen (2003) that in a virtual context, self ratings are 

usually more inflated and less accurate with respect to the self ratings carried out in face to 

face settings. This can be attributed to the fact that normally the virtual context lacks of a 

feedback system related to individual contribution and so members perceive their contribution 

as very valuable even though it is not like that. Such absence of feedback brings to the 

difficulty of objectively evaluate oneself and the tendency of being defensive, contribute to 

the biased self evaluation (Atwater et al., 1995).  
The possible problems deriving from inflation is that members do not perceive which their 

weaknesses are and it is likely that they will not be able to understand how to change their 

behaviours. In addition, individuals that inflate their self evaluation tend to seek less feedback 

from others and if they receive negative feedback they are less able to elaborate and accept 

them (Atwater et al., 1995).  Also, individuals assume more personal responsibility for 

success than failure meaning that they tend to see themselves more personally accountable 

when it comes to own successes and to discern a connection between their personal actions 

and the outcome. Differently, in case of negative or unwanted outcomes they tend to attribute 

their failures to external factors such as the intrinsic difficulty of the task and they do not find 

associations between their behaviours and the outcomes (Miller, 1976).  

Since team members prefer to receive feedback that confirms their self perceived emotionality 

and assertiveness, they are more likely to attend to and remember social feedback that confirm 

rather than disconfirm their self conception. In fact when they receive a feedback not aligned 

with their self ideas they tend to interpret it in a way that minimizes the impact: after listening 

to another person expressing an evaluation about them, people tend to recall only the 

statements that confirmed their self ideas.   
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This mechanism is applied in order to create compatibility between the social feedback and 

the self ideas and foster stability in the perceptions and relations (Swan & Read, 1981). 

The process of evaluating others’ performance is subjective and many extraneous factors can 

influence this flow at different stages; errors or deviation in ratings from the true performance 

happen in how individual record and process information input as well as how they recall 

them in the memory (Judge & Ferris, 1993).  

When it comes to evaluate others’ performance the process undertaken is composed by a 

series of steps. At first the rater attends to gather information relevant for the appraisal; at this 

stage it should be taken into account which is the information the rater considers salient and 

which are his or her preconceived notions. In fact a rater could look for information that is 

consistent with the affect he or she feels for the rate in order to avoid disaffirmations of the 

impression created.   

In particular, the raters acquired the least information about the ratee for whom they had the 

highest affect suggesting that a raters want to preserve the positive feelings toward the rate by 

seeking for few information or seeking for information that confirm the affective impression.  
Negative information or impression in general are weighted more heavily that other 

information, especially if the rater has negative feelings for the rate.   
This is relevant because raters do not acquire equally all the information available, but they 

make a personal selection which will have an influence of the final performance evaluation. 
The information gather is then encoded and remains in the rater’s memory until the time he or 

she has to recall it in order to formulate the decision. In the encoding phase rater preserve 

their affect toward the rate by perceiving all the new information to be comparatively less 

meaningful that the prior information on which the affect was based.   

Some biases might occur also in this recall phase as for example a member might recall only 

the information consistent with the preconceived notions (Robbins & DeNisi, 1994). 
Additionally, the recall is influenced by the relationships nature between the rater and the rate, 

in particular, positive affect facilitates the recall of positive information stored in the memory 

(Judge & Ferris, 1993). 

Moreover, when individuals are asked to formulate judgements about others, they retrieve 

relevant judgements already formed during previous interactions or they create evaluation 

starting from the information taken from the long term memory. In fact, when individuals 

meet new people they spontaneously tend to form judgements or inferences (Wayne & Ferris, 
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1990); working with people in the everyday life, allow to have information regarding the 

social groups they belong to and to have in mind prototypes and stereotypes so that when it 

comes to formulate judgements, it is possible that social categories induce a biased 

evaluation.   
The propensity is to rely on the target information characterising a given social group rather 

than base the evaluation on more abstract and general information. Moreover the tendency is 

also to take the behaviours of a small numbers of people parts of a social group as 

representative of the behaviours of the whole group. Such information is easily available in 

our memory and this has an influence on the weight attributed to that piece of information 

when it comes to make judgements (Clark & Rutter, 1985). Demographic similarity 

influences the supervisors affect toward subordinates triggering the similarity-attraction 

phenomenon (Judge & Ferris, 1993). 

Once the first impression or idea is formed, the individual tend to start the future evaluation of 

the person starting from this point (Wayne & Ferris, 1990) in fact people are more likely to 

recall information that confirms rather than disconfirms their beliefs about others (Swan & 

Read, 1981). 

Gibson and Cohen (2003) sustain that evaluation from other colleagues tend to be more 

objective in the virtual context, in particular because there are less biases due to friendship or 

liking.  
Such biases, although lower, can occur also in the virtual setting, in particular interpersonal 

affect can impact and mine the rating accuracy and increase the rating errors.  
If a rater has developed positive feelings for the ratee it is likely that the evaluation both for 

good or poor performance will be more consistent with the affect feeling created.  

Interpersonal affect is influenced for example by past performance; this can be noted in 

leaders that are more inclined to like and feel more affect to subordinates that performed 

good. This is due to the fact that better performance makes the leader look better or because 

the leader is uncomfortable in providing negative feedback. (Robbins & DeNisi, 1994)  

Affect can influence both the process and the outcome of performance evaluation. However, 

it has been said that if affect for a rate is in place, the rater could propose a judgement that is 

inflated; in the specific case in which a rater perceive that the ratee’s performance is not 

consistent with the information he or she has acquired, then it is necessary to reasoning on the 
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inconsistency in order to understand what are the differences and how the evaluation should 

change (Robbins & DeNisi, 1994).  

The most common phenomena triggered by the presence of positive or negative affect and 

relationships between the rater and the ratee are leniency, severity and halo effect.  

Leniency is the tendency to give extremely high ratings, whereas severity is the opposite, 

when only very low ratings are assigned; when a rater has positive feelings for the ratee, his 

or her evaluations tend to be more lenient, whereas if the relationship between then is 

negative, the leniency will be lower.  

Halo effect is the tendency to give similar ratings to different performance dimension for the 

same ratee. In this way the evaluation loses its critical sense, becoming too general to be 

useful. It has found out that this effect increases are the rater and the ratee are more familiar 

with each other. This effect is highlighted especially when the relationship between the rater 

and the ratee is negative; in this case the rater tends to give negative ratings to all the 

dimension of the performance.  

There are also other factors that can influence the accuracy of performance assessment such 

as the roles of the raters and rates, the rating instruments or the context in which the 

evaluation takes place. Some other errors could be linked to the inadequate sampling of job 

behaviours by raters or the personal expectation and perceptions of the raters (Tsui & Barry, 

1986). 
 

4.3 Conclusions 
In order to make virtual teams work it is necessary to design a performance evaluation process 

in order to monitor the improvements and the percentage of goals’ completion.  
By doing so, it should be taken into account that ratings are subjected to biases and they could 

differ according to context, sources or means used.  
However, since performance evaluation cannot be left out of consideration, it is relevant to 

keep in mind all the possible difficulties encountered in the recording and interpretation of the 

feedback gathered especially in the virtual context in which communications are complex, the 

creation of social boundaries is not natural and team tend to me heterogeneous under several 

points of view.  
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